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JFOREWORD
This document contains the results of the Manned Spacecraft
Systems Cost Model Study. The study, Contract NAS9-3954, was per-
formed by the Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics Corpora-
tion during the period beginning April 1965 and ending June 1966.
The technical performance of the study has been under the super-
_, vision of the Office of Long Range Planning, Manned Spacecraft
Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The complete results of the Cost Model Study are contained
in the following volumes:
VOLUME i CONDENSED SUMMARY
VOLUME 2 SUMMARY
VOLUME _ TECHNICAL REPORT
VOLUMES 4, 5 AND 6 APPENDICES TO TECHNICAL
REPORT
iii
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1.0 I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D S U MMA RY
i. 1 STUDY OBJECTIVES
In undertaking the Cost Model Study, the basic objective was
the development of a mathematical model programmed for the IBM 7094;
this model was to be designed to develop, on _ timely basis, improved
cost estimates of advanced manned spacecraft. More specifically,
the objective of the study was defined as the development of a model
with the following characteristics:
i. The model was to have the capability of generating total
costs attributable to NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center;
these costs were to be dJvlsible into research and develop-
ment, recurring, and facilities costs.
2. The model was to be used to generate and to output costs
in varying levels of detail ranging from total program costs
down to costs of an individual spacecraft subsystem.
3. In addition to a pure costing capability, the model was to
provide other data which is _equired in the evaluation of
MSC plans; this "other data" was to include current and
future spacecraft funding requirements over time (annual
and semiannual increments), MSC resource requirements,
and cost effectiveness measures.
1
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aConcurrent with the Cost Model Study, MSC also established a
supporting Cost An_lyg_s Study which was to be conducted by another
contractor. In this Cost Analysis Study, cost data was collected
and analyzed and subsequently used to develop cost estimating relation-
ships for the Manned Spacecraft Cost Model, The work performed in
the Cost Analysis Study is described in the final reports of that
study.
It should be noted that the initial results obtained from the
operation of the Cost Model are influenced by the data inputs from
the Cost Analysis Studyo
lo2 SUMMARY OF STUDY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
In conducting the Cost Model Study, the Fort Worth Division of
I
General Dynamics was able to demonstrate the achievement of all of !
the study objectiveso Major accomplishments are summarized below:
io A comprehensive set of cost categories and corresponding
model structure was establishedo The structure and care®
gories account for all significant elements of spacecraft
cost and are sufficiently generalized as to be applicable
to all t>pes of spacecraft, Both recurring and non-recurring
costs are accounted for, and it is possible to collect
various levels of cost aggregations from subsystems through
programso
2
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2. A separate and independent model, which may be used to
evaluate up to eight program contingencies, was programmed
and delivered to MSC early in the study.
3. Cost estimating relationships were developed in terms of
the following advanced technologies: nuclear power, nuclear
propulsion, large liquid propulsion, and advanced service
module structures.
4. Procedures were incorporated which can be used to modify
or manipulate basic costs to reflect special costing situa-
tions such as design changes, multiple learning curves,
and inflation.
5. Provisions were made to accommodate cost estimating re-
lationships that reflect different subsystem technologies
and/or varying levels of input availability.
6. Special subroutines were developed to account for situa-
tions unique to spacecraft costing. These special provi-
sions include a reusability subroutine that can be used to
estimate the cost of reusing spacecraft; in the subroutine,
such factors as turnaround time, number of reuses, and
probability of reuse are taken into consideration. Another
subroutine is designed to deal with the problem of computa-
tion and allocation of Joint costs associated with mission
planning and control.
3
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7. Growth potential has been provided in a manner such that, °
without reprogramming the model, the level of computation
of costs may be changed, and cost estimating relationships
may be updated as new data becomes available.
8. Two unique submodels were developed: the Printout Submodel
(in which unusual flexibility in printout options is offered)
and a Center Planning Submodel (in which MSC personnel and
funding requirements are generated)°
9. An improved method of generating funding or spreading costs
over time was developed; this method provides for funding
at two different levels, is completely generalized, and
requires an absolute minimum in terms of amount of inputs.
i0. A multiple spacecraft costing capability was provided by
means of which it is possible to compute and display the
costs of up to 16 different spacecraft in a single problem run.
ii. A concept was developed which can be used to minimize re-
quired inputs for a given problem run°
12. The model has been validated by a comprehensive series of
check problems. Model logic has been checked out by hand
computation, subroutine machine computation, and by inte-
grated machine computation. In this latter step, consideration
4
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was given to _iI costing situations that can reasonably be
expected to be encountered.
13. The model has been used in a series of actual costing
exercises. In these exercises, the model's sensitivity
to various de_ig,_, performance, and mission parameters has
been demonstrated. In addition, the model has proved to be
a valuable tool in mission analysis by assisting in the
determination of optimum mission modes and evaluation of
competing missions.
14. The model has been implemented and is fully operational
at the Manned Spacecraft Center.
5
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2.0 COST MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
A cost model is essentially a systematic procedure which is used
to predict costs. The basic tasks undertaken in developing and
operating a spacecraft are considered by the model in a logical and
orderly manner. Cost mGdel characteristics are depicted in Figure 2-1.
These basic tasks are further divided into subtasks that are related
to the characteristics of the spacecraft, the modules of the space-
craft, and the subsystems associated with the modules. The cost
implications of various spacecraft technologies, such as batteries
vs fuel cells, should be considered in the case of each subtask.
A properly constructed model can be used to generate complete
costs because it provides an orderly and logical procedure for
Model Charae eris#c
Figure 2-1
7
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considering all pertinent cost-sensitive factors. Cost estimates
from other sources are often inadequate, not because the costs pre-
sented are inaccurate, but because the cost is incomplete. Cost model
estimates are also consistent because, by the use of equations, a
given variable is always treated as an identical value. In addition,
the methodology assumes that a consistent set of procedures will be
applied to every costing problem.
Although the model could be used to generate costs by hand com-
putations, a quantum increase in computational speed can be obtained
by programming the model for use with a computer. A rapid compu-
tational speed means that a very rapid assessment can be made of the
cost implications of potential variations in spacecraft design,
schedule, and program considerations.
8
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3.0 MANNED SPACECRAFT
COST MODEL CONCEPT
The Manned Spacecraft Co_t Model provides the user with an
analytical tool that combines numerous complex costing techniques
with the accuracy, speed, and convenience of modern digital computers
and programming techniques. These analytical elements have been com-
bined into a generalized model (refer to Figure 3-1) which is capable
of successfully handling most problems encountered in costing con-
ceptual spacecraft. These computational capabilities have grown out
of the model concept depicted in the adjacent figure. The major
elements of this concept are the basic model structure, library,
inputs, the outputs, and a Contingency Planning Model.
Figure 3-1
9 .,
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3ol OUTPUTS
Model outputs range all the way from total program cost down to
the cost _f major development tasks for individual subsystems. Cost
outputs are available by subsystem, module, and spacecraft for each
program element within three main subdivisions; Research and
Development, Recurring, and Facilities. These costs can be obtained
in e_ther totals or spread over time to indicate funding requirements°
The model can be used to output a number of items other than
costs= hardware purchased in the R&D and Recurring phases; MSC per-
sonnel requirements; and inputs and estimating relationships used in
a given problem.
All of the model outputs discussed above are optional features;
any one option, any combination of the options, or all options may
be exercised at the discretion of the analyst to fulfill the require-
ments of any given study. The exercising of these options is
accomplished by means of appropriate inputs and by use of the Print-
out Submodel which is located within the basic model structure.
3.2 BASIC MODEL STRUCTURE
Five submodels comprise the basic model structure. The principal
characteristics of these submodels are discussed in the subsequent
paragraphs.
10
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3.2. I Printout Submodei
The Printout Submodel allows the model user to choose the amount
of information to be printed on a given program. For cursory analyses,
summary reports of total R&D, Recurring, and Facilities costs at the
spacecraft, module, and subsystem level can be obtained. In the more
detailed analysis, semi-annual costs for all cost categories at all
levels can be made available as a printout. Numerous intermediate
levels of printout are available. The existence of the Printout Sub-
model makes it possible to retain all problem runs on magnetic tape
for reuse and removes the requirements for storage of printouts which
are not actually necessary to the immediate task.
3.2.2 Center Planning Submodel
Another submodei within the basic model structure, the Center
Planning Submodel, also can operate off of magnetic output tape. In
this submodel, inputs used are the cost data generated by the Research
and Development and Recurring Submodels. The Center Planning Sub-
model computes the center personnel requirements at MSC by major
center function (e.g., Program Office, Flight Crew Operation, R&D
Personnel, etc.); these personnel requirements are expressed in
terms of civil service personnel and contractor support personnel.
ii
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3.2.3 R&D Submodel
The Research and Development Submodel computes all costs associ-
ated with the design and development of subsystems, modules, and
spacecraft required to meet a mission objective. These costs in-
clude not only design costs but also (i) costs for sustaining engi-
neering, tooling, ground and flight testing, recovery operations, and
manufacturing spares and (2) costs for hardware used prio_ to a manned
flight.
3.2.4 Recurring Submodel
The Recurring Submodel computes all hardware and spares require-
ments and operating costs associated with the initiation and main-
tenance of manned missions.
3.2.5 Facilities Submode!
The Facilities Submodel computes the cost of all facilities
bought during the program under consideration. Included are any
facilities required for the subsystems, modules, and/or spacecraft
in the P_D program as well as those facilities required during the
operational phase; provisions are made, also, for additions to the
Mission Control Center.
All of the above-mentioned submodels are tied to additional
subroutines which have been designed to handle special costing
problems such as those associated with production learning curves,
12
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recovery and reuse, cost-inflating procedures, funding computation,
and cost _ffectiveness.
3.3 LIBRARY AND PROBLEM DATA
The Research and Development, Recurring, and Facilities Sub-
models operate from instruction and information contained in libraries
and problem data. As a result of the multipurpose applications of the
Cost Model, the number of instructions and information requirements
are many and cover a wide range of data. In order to facilitate the
inputting process and in order to minimize the time spent on the
inputting task, most of the required data f¢: a problem _tas been
incorporated into libraries. Library data have the virtue of being
inputted only once, after which they are stored and available for use
in all program runs.
Model libraries are subdivided into general, specific, and cost
estimating relationships. General data includes items such as fund-
ing parameters that are generally unchanging from one spacecraft
program to another. Specific library data include design, performance,
and mission parameters that are used to define specific subsystems,
modules, and spacecraft. Some of those parameters in turn _re used
by the cost estimating relationships (CER's) library subdivision.
The CER library contains equations which are used to estimate the
cost elements of given spacecraft; these cost elements are expressed
as functions of design: performance, and mission parameters.
13 "
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Some information cannot be conveniently kept in library form;
these are problem data that must be input each time a problem is run.
Problem data include such information as the identification of the
spacecraft to be costed, cost inputs, and computational options;
these data are divided between required data (which total less than
I0 items per problem) and optional data (which number more than 75
items).
3.4 CONTINGENCY PLANNING MODEL
The Contingency Planning Model operates independently of the
rest of the Manned Spacecraft Cost Model. This experimental model,
which was delivered to MSC early in the contract, is used to estimate
changes in baseline cost when these changes result from such con-
tingencies as stretchouts, accelerations, cost sharing, and budgetary
constraints.
14
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4°0 MODEL OUTPUTS
The outputs of the model are listed and defined in the
paragraphs that follow° The standard output is the summary
reports; in these reports, cost data is provided according to a
prescribed order on an unfunded or unspread basis. In addition
to the summary reports, there are several other groups of print
options which provide funding reports, center planning reports,
and other reports (such as input data which may be used to
facilitate the analysis of the cost outputs). The remainder
of the section will be devoted mainly to discussions of the basic
cost categories ccnsidered in the summazy report° Most other
cost outputs are either summations or manipulations of these
basic cost categorieso
4ol COST OUTPUTS
The model can be used to compute, accumulate, and print out
several different levels of costs° These levels correspond to
hardware components of a mission: subsystem, module, spacecraft,
and program° The different levels of model computation are in
Figure 4-1o
15
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The subsystem level is the most detailed level at which
costs are computed. 13 different subsystem types may be con-
sidered by use of the model:
Structure Navzgation and Guidance
Propulsion Electrical Power
Environmental Control Communication
Crew Systems Ins trumentation
Stabilization Launch EscP_e
Reaction Control Recovery
Adaptez
16
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The model may be used, also to compute costs for secondary
units of any of the foregoing subsystems provided the total
number of primary and secondary subsystems in any one module
does not exceed 20.
The module level is the next higher level of cost computation
within the model. A module is considered to be a set of sub-
systems separate and, for costing purposes, severable from some
other set of subsystems which belong to the same spacecraft.
The module level was established primarily to account for costs
which cannot be allocated to specific subsystems and which may
occur more than once for a given spacecraft.
Some costs are not attributable to either subsystems or
modules; the spacecraft level was established to account for such
unallocated costs. A spacecraft is defined as a collection of
modules capable of flight or operation independent of some
other set of modules.
There is also a program level computation; computation at
this level, however, is restricted essentially to estimating the
operating costs for the Mission Control Center.
In addition to computing at these levels, the model may be
used also to accumulate the costs at each level. Thus, all sub-
system costs for a given module are attributable to that module,
: °
. 17
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all module cost._ for a given spacecraft are attributable to that
spacecraft, etco
\
\,
For each of the foregoing levels, several sets of\cost cate-
gories have been established° There is a category set for each
major submodelo ° Research and Development, Recurring, and
Facilities° A list of these categories and a generalized defi-
nition for each category is presented below° The definitions are
generalized because they are applicable to all types of spacecraft
and subsystem technologies° A few deviations from these definitions
exist due to the availability of data and the results of the related
Cost Analysis Study. These deviations are described in the section
on cost estimating relationships and are further discussed in the
Cost Analysis Study technical report°
4° 2 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COST OUTPUTS
The Research and Development outputs by subsystem are divided
into four categoriesoo Design and Development, Engineering, Tooling,
Boilerplate and Mockups, and Manufacturing (refer to Figure 4-2)°
Each of these categories reflects the direct and indirect costs
of both prime contractors and subcontractors.
Design and Development costs include the engineering costs
associated with development of a man-rated subsystem; included
are the costs of design, technical direction, and inplant
18
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I
• PROGRAM | MARS MISSION I
SUMMARY COSTS ( TOTALS • |OC_I
SPCFT | SPCFT 2
MNM uCSM
I. RfS'ARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 635)413 3262¢|1 3C9|C62
A. SU_SYSTEN LEVEL COSTS )T)6|[O 1963822 179228B
I. STqUCTU_ o6L437 _5_93S 5C6496
A|. DFSIGN ANO DEVELOP, ENGR. ¢;');8_ 212907 236_g6
A2. TO_LING 1_ g[T_ 9112
A3. BOILERPL&TE AND NOCKUPS 3)qF9 |5_91 |S_7B
A_. MANUFACTURIN_ _6z6q0 2|TZRO 2&_k_O
_. PROPULSION 23936R O 23936R
&|. DESIGN AND DEVELOP. ENGR. 33945 O }3945
A2. TONLING S&& O 5_4
A3. flOILERPLATE AND NDCKUPS Qg4& O 9944
A&. qANUFACTURING |94g74 0 |94934
3, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL [L6S78? |048S20 97266
i[. DESIGN AND DEVELOP. ENGR, 836660 786696 5|g6b
AZ. Tn_LING 12776 12C20 756
A3. 80|LERPLATE AND qOCKUPS 2&T84 17489 9zg5
A&. MAflU_ACTU_ING 269_bT Z3_318 35248
;, CR_W SYSTEMS 3T|CT |869& IR_|&
Al, DESIGN AND DEVELOP. ENGR, 2393b _Z|lA llql8
^2, T_(]LING 416 222 Iq5
&3. BOILERPLATE AND UOCKUPS 219_ 116_ 1C26
A4o WANUFACTUQIN; lO_6L 5|q5 _T6
_. STABILIZATION q0_6| 0 _04b|
At. D_SIGN AND DEVELOP. EN_R. 39S65 O 39_b_
AZ. THOLING Z293 0 2Zo3
A3, _OILPRPLATE AND NOCKUPS 8993 0 _99_
A_. WANUFACTUR|NG 296L0 O 2961G
b. _EACTI_N CONTROL )84S25 9qCB_ 2A_37
At, D_SIGN &NO D;VELOR, ENGR. 9]ZCZ 308T8 b732&
AT. T_OLING 507_ lTOT 3366
A3, 80IL;PPt6T_ AN_ WgCKUPS 136|0 _57q 9C3|
&_. W6NtJPA_TdRING _67640 6|9_' _5717
7, NAVI_Tr_N _NO GUIDANCE 2gqb|3 |4909_ |4|5|7
Al. OPS|GN AND DEVELOP. ENGR. 136062 69625 bb6J7
A2. TC_LING 862 _Tl 391
A]. 801LERPLATE AND MOCKUPS )g|70 Z162_ 17550
A_. NANU_ACTURfNG LL&SLq 57379 ST|&0
8. ELECTRICAL POWER 256750 O 25675C
A[, DESIGN AND DEVFLOP. ENGR, 79&4D 0 T94_O
A3. BOILERPLATE AND NOCKUPS Lb32GO 0 163200
A&. MANUFACTURING [&||G 0 14|_0
Figure 4-2
testing. Also are included the variable or sustaining
engineering costs attributable to ground test modules
and unmanned flight modules.
Toolin_ includes the cost of design and manufacture of
initial tooling used in the manufacture of each subsystem.
Boilerplate and Mockups includes the cost of mockups and
also prototype hardware that is not installed in complete
or nearly complete hardware items.
ManufacturinR costs include those costs incurred in the
fabrication, assembly, and module installation of subsystems
19
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and subsystems spares used on modules other than man-rated
modules.
Module level R&D categories are shown in Figure 4-3.
Module Ground Test includes all costs except those for
hardware related to the simultaneous testing of more than
one subsystem.
Site Activation costs include prime contractor's non-
recurring changes such as planning and training related to
initiation of flight a_tivity at the launch site.
I
PROGRA_ | MARS MISSION m
SUMMARY COSTS I TOTALS P I_CCI
SPCFT | SPCFT 2
MMM NES_
a. rONqdNICATIDN S 193250 LCZ94T 90303
AL. OESIGN AND DEVELOP. ENGR. 70563 3TB65 3267B
AZ. TOOLING _6B 264 203
A1. BOILERPLATE END qnCKUPS 20627 |1664 B993
A4. MA_IJFACTURIN_ LOlSR2 53154 4B_28
|0. INSTRUMENTATION 1304?T 70S42 59885
AL. DESIGN &NO DEVELOP. ENGR. 6526q 36223 32C45
AT. TOOLING 513 301 213
&4. MANUFACTURING 61646 34CL9 27628
12. PECOVERV [b39D O 163qo
EL. DESIGN AND DEVELOP. ENGR. 11759 0 11759
AZ. TO_LING Lq6 0 19b
Ak. MANUFACTURING ¢k35 0 44)5
_. MODULE LFVFL COST_ 3tg659 15qT15 159944
1. NON-FLIGHT TEST RECURRING 252155 133776 II_)RC
A2. MODULE G_OUNO TEST 109032 _lT14 46)16
A¢. EXPERIMENTS 69291 =_ 34645
A4. LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT 748)) 37kLb )7416
2. FLIGHT TEST RECURRING COSTS 665C4 Z4939 4|SOS
EZ. FLIGHT TEST 66504 2¢939 41565
C. SPACECRAFT LEVEL :OST$ 2ZqRT04 1159875 ll¢el)O
1. OSE 1567810 816912 TSCRqq
AI. GSE DESIGN AND DEVELOPNENT 1567810 R|6912 750899
2. FLIGHT CREN OPERATIONS 4232q¢ 250683 LT261|
3, MISSICN CONTROL )OTbCO q2280 215)20
Figure 4- 3
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Flight Test includes the flight variable costs of prime
contractor launch site support during Research and Development.
E_E_2eriments accounts for all non-recurring cost associated
with experiments including design and development, prototype
production, support equipment, and flight hardware.
Recovery Operations encompasses those contractor costs which
pertain to recovery of R&D modules incurred by the Department
of Defense but reimbursed by NASA.
Residual Costs include all other costs not accounted for in
all other R&D categories.
Mission Control Szstems includes the cost of contractor
support of the mission planninp planning and Coh trol activ-
ities associated with flight operations.
Flight Crew Operations includes the cost of designing and
producing simulators and training aids used in training both
• ground and flight personnel.
GSE Design and Devp!qpment includes the cost of design,
manufacture, and installation of ground support equipment
used for checkout, service, and handling of the spacecraft
and its components.
21
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4.3 RECURRING COST OUTPUTS
The recurring cost categories are used to account for all
costs (except facilities costs) which are incurred from the first
man-rated spacecraft to program completion. These categories are
generally analogous to those for R&D and, in many instances, the
categories represent a continuation of activities and costs
initiated durirg the R&D phase. At the subsystem level, refer to
Figure 4-4, the type of subsystem remains unchanged; the subdivision
of subsystem cost, however, has been altered by eliminating the
purely developmental categories.
PROGRAM L MARS MISSION
SUmMArY COSTS ( TOTALS • X,3CCI
SPCFT 1 SPCFT 2
MMH MCSM
I I. qFCUi;RING COSTS 869_32 44Qb__'_ ¢19902
A. SUOSYSTEq LEVEL COSTS +,36558 233[43 20341S
t. STRUCTU_ E |ZT|I_ 6 S72_,. 61,)45
At. SUSTAINING ENGINEFRING _.5q51 23294 2265;
A2. NA%UFACTUR ING 3R2Sq 1q_77 ).83_3
A3. SPa_¢S 429Cq 22554 20)56
2. gRQPUL $1, ON 368)q 0 36838
At,. SUSTAINING ENGINEFP1,NG 4/51 0 4911
A2. M_NUFACTUg ING 15110 G 15mic
A3, SPA_ES 1,6777 0 16777
3. ENVIR_N'_ENTAL CONTPOL 1,06..2S _621,0 IC21S
At,. SUSTAINING ENGINEERING 4qqq_ 45906 _.CqO
A2. NA*_UI=ACTUR 1_ 26376 23_.79 2S9T
A). SPA_ES )OCS3 2.6826 3227
_.. C_FW SYSTEMS 435_ 23S7 lqq6
At,. SUSTAINING ENGINEER1,NG 2+,60 [327 1133
A2. MANUFAC TU_' ING 891 _,82 _.C9
A3. SPAI_ ES tOO1 $48 4S4
S. STA_ILI ZATION _1476 0 0476
AI. SUSTAINING ENGIN'EEII1,NG _OIB_ 0 3882
&2* NANUFACTURING 210| 0 2L_1,
A3. SPARES 241.3 C 2413
6. qEACTION CONTI_Ot. SJoO?6 1_1,0 3q264
At,. SUSTAINING ENGINrERING 94q2 3270 6222
dk2, NANIJI:ACTLIq ING 21440 $774 1,$66_
A3. SPARES 2"_q42 6566 17316
7. NAVIGAT1,_N ANO GIJIOANCF s,,$836 2SStq 20318
At. SUSTAINING ENGINEERING 2325T 13PL7 1024C
l_. M&NUI=ACTU8 ING lOSq? 583_ 4785
&3. SPAAES 11903 6670 5313
8. ELECTRICAL POWER 2340 C 23_.C
A2. MANUI:AC TUR IN_ 11Cq G 11,09
A3. SI'ARES 1231, 0 1231
q. CONNUN ICAT ION$ 26405 IS 1,6_. ||2_I
a1,. SUSTATNIMG ENG1,NEERING 1??6 4438 _338
A2. MANU¢&CTUR ING 076S 5018 3_46
A3. SPARES 9864 5700 4157
i0. 1,NSTIIUM_NTAT 1,nN 21142 12559 8763
Al. SUSTA1,N1,NG ENGINEER1,NG 10710 613q 4571
12. NAN,JFACTU81,NG $012 301| 2001
I
II
Figure 4-4
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Sustaining En_ineeKin _ includes all variable engineering and
development costs associated with subsystems used in man-
rated spacecraft; the sustaining engineering cost is,
essentially, a continuation of the sustaining engineering
activity initiated during R&D.
Manufacturin_ is identical in content to R&D manufacturing
costs except that spares are broken out and are considered
separately.
Spares accounts for the cost o* complete subsystems
(backup units)and piece parts used to support man-rated
spacecraft.
Launch Site Support includes all variable costs incurred by
prime contractors at the launch site in support of flights
of man-rated spacecraft.
Reconditionin $ includes the costs of all parts and labor
used to recondition reusable modules. The reconditioning
: process includes the tasks of transportation, disassembly,
inspection, refurbishment, and acceptance test.
Experiments encompasses the total costs of manufacture and
installation of experiments in man-rated modules.
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Recovery Operations are those contractor costs which are
related to recovery of man-rated modules; these costs are
incurred by the Department of Defense but are reimbursed by
NASA.
Residual includes all other recurring costs not accounted
for in other categories°
Mission Control costs are analogous to the costs previously
described under a similar heading in Research and Development;
in the Recurring Cost outputs, however, mission control costs
pertain to man-rated spacecraft.
FliEht Crew Operations accounts for those variable and
recurring costs incurred by prime and associate contractors
in support of crew training.
4.4 FACILITIES COST OUTPUTS
Because facilities represent a relatively small share of the
total cost, the categories in this submodel are limited in num_ero
A total is provided for all subsystem-related facilities and for
all module-related facilities respectively. The cost of such
items as propulsion test stands, antenna facilities, and nuclear
electric system facilities are grouped under the subsystem
facilities heading. Module facilities would include such items
as environmental chambers and manufacturing facilities. Provisions
24
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have been made also to subdivide spacecraft facilities between
flight operations and other facilities. Fl_ght operations
facilities encompass additions to buildings and equipment asso-
ciated with the Mission Control Center.
Also included in the sunlmary report group are several other
output formats which may be used to summarize the detail cost
categories. One of these fomnats displays total cost for each
subsystem type by module, spacecraft, and program. Another
output format displays total costs by submodel and by computational
level for cpacecraft and for programs; this format is shown in
Figure 4-5.
_ASA/HSC PREC. G_6 PIIOq OC|kO0-OC20ATE GS/O&166 PA_E 0G52
PROG_AH ' SPACfCRAFT HHH
SUMMJtv COSI'_, I TOTALS t LO_CI
TOTAL NODULE |
qqN
TOTAl. COST 371,'O_t 2339627
f. suqSYSTE_ LEVEL CQSrS 2|76_6S ?|76_bS
A. QES_IqCH ANO OEVtLOPHENT Lq&_II22 Iq_)B72
B. mECUO_I_G COSTS 2)_)t45 ]331_,3
C. FAC|LIT|ES 0 0
11. NOOULf LEVC.L COSTS 162662 1_,2662
4. IIESfsqCH A_e_ OEVELOP_,ENT |S_TLS |SIIT[S
§. RECU_O|'_ CO_V.q 19t.T 394,7
C. FIC II. | T |L:S 0 0
lit. SPACECRAFT LEVEl. COSTS []724|5 0
A. Itf'SE4oC_ ANO OEVFLOPHENT IlSQPlT_ 0
B. mECUnml_G COSTS 2L2S_,0 0
C. IriC |L IT [l_S O 0
• I I II II II
Figure 4-5
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Funding reports _re a_,ailable on an optional basis in levels
of detail cocresponding to those for summary reports° An example
of one form of funding report is shown in Figure 4-6. In this
fi_ure, the research and development funding distribution is shown
for a Mars flyby program and its spacecraft components°
Two other forms of output, both of which reflect computational
options, also are available. These options are cost effectiveness
and Center Planning° The cost effectiveness output closely re-
sembles cost output formats except the data are printed in floating
point format. The Center Planning output is shown in Figure 4-7.
The format for this submodel is used to display MSC Civil Service
and supporting contractor cost and personnel requirements on a
quasi-organizational basis°
Several other reports are available for use as an aid in
evaluating the cost outputs and for diagnostic purposes° These
reports include a first unit cost report, a cost estimating
relationship report, and an input data report°
The first unit cost report lists the first unit manufacturing
cost, sustaining engineering cost, and the sum of these costs for
each module considered in a problem° This information supplements
the standard cost outputs which present manufacturing and sustaining
engineering cost for blocks of modules purchased°
26
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iPROGRAM 1 MARS _|SS]ON
RESEARCH AND OEVELOPMENT
I TOTALS • LOGO I
CUMo SCRFT 1 SGRFT Z
TIME TOTAL TOTAL MNM NCSM
I966.5 _482 Z0_87 [47?6 57_B
1967.0 77145 56663 4G723 159¢0
1967.5 162517 8567_ 6|5¢0 26122
1968.0 27G_27 107509 772C4 30305
19_8.b 392_0_ 122|74 87686 36_88
[969.0 557226 166726 II[Z_2 53504
|969.5 78_062 226R3_ 143¢85 83351
197_.0 l_9_61 565_95 325320 24017_
1970.5 22_152_ 89196_ 478829 413135
1971.0 3^7393¢ 832405 429725 4C268C
IR71.5 3734722 660792 332C78 328715
1972,0 424_203 5C9481 248898 260583
1972.5 _896112 651909 315756 336153
1973.0 5_41327 545216 269288 275928
1973.5 5_I1916 37055_ 120154 250434
1974,9 616_19_ 356279 180624 175656
1974,5 6_53473 185278 25146 160133
TOTAL 6353473 3262411 3091062
Figure 4-6
TIME 19_7.5 CENTFR
CIVIL SECVICE CONTPACTqR SUPPOaT
COST PcRSN. COST PERSN.
TOTiL 37763 3776 96809 8092
I. aR(_CR&q OFFICF5 553_ 85_ R533 R53
IT. ENGINrERIN_ A_3 0FVEL_PMENT 91T 92 gI7 92
A. _T&FF 229 23 229 23
_, ADVANCE_ TFCHNICAL PLANNING 22_ 23 22 q _3
C. C_OUTATI_N ANn A_LYSIS 229 23 229 23
g* SURSVSTFW_ 229 23 229 23
I. STqUCTLJ"F 10_ 11 106 1l
2. PRq_IJLSI_N 0 0 0 0
3. F_VT_PNqENTAL CqNTROL 0 0 0 0
4. C_Ew _YSTE_ 06 I0 96 10
5, _TARIIIZ_TI_'J 0 0 0 0
6. oF_CT_ON CONTROL 0 0 0 O
7. NAVigATION  GU[_ANCE0 0 0 0
R, ELECTRIC&L PnWFR SYSTFM 27 3 27 3
g. C_MMU_ ICkTIm_$ O 0 0 0
10= |NST_UHENTAT[_N 0 0 0 0
11. LeI_N_H ESCADF 0 0 0 O
12. RECOVER¢ SYSTE_ 0 0 0 0
13, AD&PT_R 0 0 0 0
: III. AD_INISTRATI3_ 2515R 2516 57526 5753
A, STAFF 2697 270 1_487 1349
q* PgqCUaFMENT 85_ 853 8531 853
C. PFRSONNFL 26o1 270 134_7 1349 \
0, RESqURCE MANaGEMeNT _533 853 8533 R53
F. SEqVTCE 2697 270 134_7 134q
IV. FLIGHT CREW _oFRATION5 352 35 352 35
V. FLIGHT OPFRATION5 0 0 0 0
A. STEFF 0 0 0 0
_, _IS_ION PLANNING 0 0 0 0
r. miSSiON r3NTq_L O 0 0 O
O* LAN_INS &Nq RECOVFR v 0 0 0 0
_. FLIGHT S(!opqOT 0 0 0 0
V|. nFC_ITE TFST OOERAT|ON_ 106 [l 106 11
Vii. PTHFR TECHNICAL ST&FF 2697 270 11487 134q
Viii. _T_EA a+O 1201
|X. SUPPORTING DEVELOP_FNT 1201
R. &O_INIST_ATIVE FArlLITIFS 13487
Figure 4-7
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In the cost estimating relationshio report, each relationship
used in a problem is p_inted as is the cost generated by each
application of the relationship° This output is extremely useful
(i) in dealing with a new group of relationships being incorporated
into the model and (2) in analyzing other cost outputs°
Another report format, available to the user describes both
library and problem data used as inputs for a given problem° This
information is available for each subsystem, module, spacecraft,
and program considered in a problem° In Figure 4-8, such an output
pertaining to the Apollo Command module structure is shown° For
this subsystem, the information printed includes subsystem identi-
fication, estimating relationship identification as well as spares
factors, design change factors, and other factors for use in
adjusting costs, Learning curve slopes and indicators (as to
wheth_or not cost were input or computed) are shown in the middle
of the figure° The values for design and performance parameters
are presented at the bottom of the figuxeo
28
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TY_E 1
CER GROUP N'J_BER LO
P_OOUCTION UNfT NJMBER FOR ENTERING PRODUCTION LEARNING CURVE 0.
NUU_ER OF THIS SUB_YSTEW USE0 IN 801LERPLATE TESTING 1,
FACTOR FOR C_HPUTING SUSTAINING ENGINEERING AS A PERCENT CF O_O ENGINEERING COST -l,OOOO0
_PARES FACTOR - PERCENTAGE OF HAROdA_E CnST O,
ADJUSTHENT FACTOR FOR REEIIRRING SUSTAINING ENGR. L,O0000
NUMRER UF BACKUP UNITS BOUGHT So
SPARES FACTqR - OPERATIONAL MISSIONS O.
OE_IGN CHANGE
SUSTAINING ENGINEERING FACTOR O, O.
HAROWAQE FACTOR O. _,
FIRST UNIT O. O.
LAST UNIT O. O.
LEARNING CURVE SL| 8Pl SL2 BP2 SL3
SL_TAINING ENGINEERING O.qO000 0. O. O, O.
PWObUCrlgN 0.88000 O. O. _, O.
REFURBISHING 1.00003 O. O.
TYPE OF COST INO COSt
0+0 ENGINEERING CTST 0 -1,
TOULING COST 0 -I.
INPL ANT TESTING COST O °[.
_OILERPLATE HAROWARE CNST 0 -L.
susrAINENG ENGINEERING COST 0 -t.
d_ROWARE COST 0 -L.
_EFU_BISHING 0 -I.
SU_SYSTE = FACILITY TYPE I 0 -I.
SUBSYSTEM FACILITY TYPE 2 O -1.
SU_SYSTE_ FACILITY TYPE _ 0 -[.
FACILI "v TYPE NO. NEW FAC.
I.
PHYSICAL &NO PERFORMANCE DATA
WGTS O.53750000E O_
SHKL O,|[120000_ OZ
THE FOLLOWING ERRORS wEgE ENCOUNTER_ ON SUBSYSTEM - CR_STRUC
ERROR _0_ WAqNING ONLY
ERROR SOb W_RNING ONLY
_RROR S[h WARNING ONLY
Figure 4-8
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5.0 BASIC MODEL STRUCTURE
In the following section, the basic model structure is
described. This structure is composed of five submodels: R&D,
Recurring, Facilities, Center Planning, and Printout; associated
special subroutines are also included in the structure. Each of
these submodels and subroutines is discussed with respect to its
purpose, its basic computational sequence, and its computational
processes.
In the description of the computational processes, certain
categories of cost (such as systems integration) are described.
A careful reading of the output section will reveal that these
categories are not defined therein. This anomoly results from
the fact that currently there are no cost estimating relationships
developed exclusively for these categories. The costs for systems
integration and related categories are currently computed with
other costs categories. However, in both the Cost Model Study
and the Cost Analysis Study, it was concluded that these categories
should be considered in future investigations of spacecraft costs.
As a consequence, provisions for these categories have been incor-
porated in the computational process in anticipation of future
requirements.
31
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A full understanding of the operation of the Research and
Development, Recurring, and Facilities submodels (which are des-
cribed in subsequent paragraphs of this section) is dependent
upon having a general knowledge of the features of the special
subroutines° Most of these subroutines are used in common by the
three submodels at times when certain computational options are
specified. In the interest of supplying this needed understanding,
the discussion of the subroutines precedes that for the submodels.
5.1 SPECIAL SUBROUTINES
The operation of the special subroc,.ines is described in
the following section. All but one of these sub.outines - Cost
Effectiveness - is used to service the R&D, Recurring and Facilities
submodels. When certain model options are exercised, the sub-
routines alter or manipulate the costs generated by these three
submodels. The Cost Effectiveness subroutine, on the otherhand,
is used in a special way; this routine generates an independent
model output based on the results obtained from the three submodels.
5.1.1 Funding Subroutine
One of the major options within =he model is the estimation
of spacecraft funding requirements. This is accomplished by
spreading or distributing cost estimates generated by the model
over time. By variation in inputs and library data, various
32
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measures of funding (such as expenditures or new obligational
authority) can be [anerated on an annual or semiannual basis.
The developmeDt of procedures that are flexible, easily
input, and capable of generating realistic funding distributions
has been a formidable problem in cost modeling. Until the Space-
craft Cost Model_ this problem had never been entirely solved.
The major ingredients of the solution proffered by the Manned
Spacecraft Cost Model are the library concept and the PEPT
(Proportion Expenditure - Proportion Time elapsed) concept. The
library data, in combination with problem inputs, determines the
time over which costs are to be spread. The PEPT concept is used
to determine the distribution of the costs over this time span.
In more detail, the funding process is as follows: Within
the general library are contained spreading parameters and lags
for all cost categories and beginning and ending milestones for
categories which cannot be logically tied to some other event in
the program. Milestones are input or used for spreading in several
different ways. Each module is required to have two major inputs
indicating the start and finish of R&D activity for that module°
These two inputs are entered as actual years. Other milestones
for subsystem and module cost categories are input as percentages
of the module R&D time completed. A set of inputs generally
applicable to each level is input once. Additional inputs are
33
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required only for special funding cases that deviate from the
average program activity° For spacecraft level costs, the mile-
stone inputs are percentages of the time completed from the
beginning R&Dmilestone of the earliest module to the ending R&D
milestone of the last module on the spacecraft.
After a cost has been computed in the model and has been
located in time by the respective milestone, the progrmn will
spread the cost on the basis of a predetermined funding distri-
bution which approximates obligational authority grants and
expenditures of funds for similar items or operations previously
required in the aerospace program. The model will first determine
the number of intervals prior to the use of a hardware or facility
item or prior to the initiation of an operation (such as ground
testing, acceptance testing or a flight)for which obligational
authority is granted. From this point, the model determines the
value of parameters which are input to the model and which are
used to spread the cost by the following equation.
T xP'I(I-X)q'I dx
E _p, q (T)_ =o i
xP-1 q-1
c (l-X) dX
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ewhere: X is the definite variable of integration (assuming
values from 0 through I).
T represents the proportion of time which has elapsed
for the program.
Ep , q(T)_represents the cumulative percent of cost expended
E
through T.
To obtain the cost associated with each interval, the cumu-
lative curve for (T-l) is subtracted from the cumulative curve
to T for each interval associated with the cost being computed.
The symbols p and g are used to define inputs which determine
the point of inflection for the cumulative expenditure curve;
p and q can be values from .i through i0.0. For a normal density
function, p and q are both 2. In other non-cumulative curves,
for example, the larger p becomes, the more skewed is the curve
to the left; the larger q becomes, the more rapidly the curve
approaches very low values for each progressive time interval.
As noted earlier, some cost categories do not require mile-
stone inputs. Immediately following is a llst of costs which do
require a beginning milestone input from which the lag operates
and an ending milestone input through which the co_t is spread.
35
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Spacecraft Costs
Total Spacecraft Related Cost
Flight Crew Operations
Total GSE
Support Equipment Design and Development
Support Equipment Manufacture and Installation
Module Costs
Total Module Related Costs
Non-Flight Recurring Costs
Module Ground Test
Experiments - R&D
Launch Site Support
Flight Recurring Cost
Subsystem Costs
Design & Development Engineering
Tooling
Inplant Testing
Boilerplate Hardware
All other costs are related to the beginning of design and
development, flight test, the operational phase, or some other
event and are time-sequenced within the model logic°
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5.1.2 Learning Curve and Design Change Subroutines
The capability to appl> learning to Research and Devel_pment
costs is available at four separate points in the computational
process of the RbD Submodel. The individual costs in which the
learning concept appears are Manufacturing and Sustaining Engin-
eering at the subsystem level and Systems Installation and Recovery
at the module level. In the Recurring Submodel, this subroutine
is applied to Sustaining Systems Installation, SuJtaining Engineering
Manufacturlng_and Recovery costs. The computation of the learni_,g
process is basically the same for all costs against which it is
applied. The learning curve procedure used is based upon the
modified Wright theory and is discussed more fully below. There
are three possible slopes for each curve, and an optional capa-
bility is provided for increasing cost as a result of a design
change which covers a block of hardware units.
In order to fully utilize the learning process when design
change requirements are included, it may be necessary to provide
, up to nine inputs for each subsystem. These inputs include three
exponents to be used in determining slopes, two breakpoints, an
m-
optional input to Be used in entering the learning curve at some
point other than first unit, a percentage change in cost due to
design change, and a first and last unit to which this increased
cost is appllcable. If unit ma_:facturlng cost is input rather
37
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than computed with a cost estimating relationship, two additional
inputs are required; the unit number, and the cosc of that unit.
To calculate cost with either positive or negative learning,
the model uses the integral of y = aXb where y is cost at unit X,
a is cost at unit I, and b is the ratio of in m/in 2 (m being the
slope of the learning curve)° The resulting equation is shown
below°
Cost of block of units
a [ b+l 5)b+l]between X I and X 2 = _ (X2+o5) - (XI+o
This equation is valid when applied to units on a learning
curve with one slope° For multiple sloped learning curves, the
equation is applied Co the number of units on each learning curve.
In this case, the total hardware cost is the sum calculated in
terms of each learning curve°
If - design, change occurs and is of such magnitude as to be
relfected in cost values, the cost of the block of units over
which this change is noticeable is multipled by (i + DCF)°
DCF is the percent of cumulative average unit cost that the
design change is estimated to increase° The design change feature
is provided for use in manufacturing, sustaining engineering, and
system installation computation°
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In manufacturing computations, cost can be input or computed
for any production unit. The model will then be used to compute
a first unit cost by backing up the learning curve. In all cases,
on the basis of the first unit cost, a computation is made of the
total cost of subsystems needed to meet the overall module ground
test and flight test hardware requirements. This computation is
done in terms of blocks of units and/or by the time interval when
funding is required. When cost is computed for blocks of hardware,
these blocks may be located on any single learning curve or may be
extended over one or both breakpoints.
The model also provides the capability to calculate the cost
of subsystems common to separate modules, spacecraft, and programs
whenever these subsystems are indicated to be dependent upon one
another. When commonality is considered, data on spacecraft are
provided as input in the order in which the spacecraft are
developed. The hardware requirements for all dependent space-
craft and programs for each time period in the problem are then
summed before cost is computed. After the manufacturing cost
i
has been computed for each interval, the cost is then allocated
to the appropriate spacecraft and prog:am_.
39
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5.1.3 Inflation Subroutine
The capability to inflate the results is an optional feature
of the Spacecraft Cost Model; this option is actuated by inputting
a base year from which costs are either inflated or deflated. The
model provides the capability to input a separate adjustment factor
for the R&D, Recurring, and Facilities Submodelso Values being used
currently are .03, .03, and °02 respectively. These values were
derived in 1965 and care was taken to insure that special appli-
cation was made to aerospace industry-related resources; the values
are not based on general aggregate economic indexes such as cost
of living or wholesale prices.
Costs are inflated according to the following equation:
(CY-BY) TU
(l+F)
where: F = inflation adjustment factor
CY = current year (year in which calculations are
being made)
BY = base year input
TU = computational interval (.5 for six months or
1.0 for a year)
The adjustment routine is not tied directly to the Spacecraft
"4
Cost Model but is operated as a portion of the Printout Submodel.
The effect of the arrangement is to provide flexibility in using
4O
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the tape storage feature. If the subroutine is exercised, all
costs will be inflated; however, after costs are inflated for
one problem run, it is still possible to obtain other uninflated
printouts on the same problem.
5.1.4 Recovery Subroutine
In the Spacecraft Cost Model, reconditioning cost is computed for
each mission in which a reusable module is involved. The recovery
subroutine is used to determine (!) the amount of and the time
when new hardware should be purchased for reusable modules and
(2) the number of modules to be refurbished in each interval.
The procedure begins at the first interval of the operational
phase with the computation of minimum ir-entory in time t for
the first reusable module occurring in the program.
NI(t) - _PL(t)_
TU(52)
where
- module turnaround time
OPL(t) --number of operational flights in t
TU = computing interval (.5 = six months, 1.0 - annually).
This computation is repeated for each time interval and retained
in storage for further use.
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As minimum inventory is computed for each interval, the model
also computes an estimated number of non-reusable modules based on
reliability magnitude and growth parameter inputs. This compu-
tation is retained in storage for each time period and as a total
for the program. The model then computes average probability of
recovery for the module based on the following:
P (Rec) = i - NR
OeL(t)
where
NR - estimated number of non-reusables.
On the basis of the above computations and an input value .
for average number of reuses, the total number of wear-outs is
computed and allocated over the program. The model then determines
at what interval in the program wear-outs begin occurring. The d
maximum number of modules needed to meet the schedule require-
ments (without carrying any forward from interval to interval)
is computed as the sum of the minimum inventory, the number of
non-reusables, and the number of wear-outs. The summation is
retained in storage for each time period for use in the following
computations.
In the next step, the model computes the number of modules
required in each interval when inventory carry-overs are considered.
To do thi_ computation, the model determines if the number of
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modules brought forward from the previous interval is greater
than the number required. If it is greater, the number carried
to the next interval is the number brought forward plus what is
needed for use in this interval. If the number is less than that
required, the model carrier forward only the minimum inventory
computed earlier and computes and retains a new value for what
is required in this interval but could not be obtained from
inventory. This new value is then compared with the minimum
production rate input (MPR) to determine the number of modules
to be purchased iu time t. If the number required is equal to
or greater than MPR, the model indicates that MPR modules should
be bought; if the number required is less than the MPR figure,
the model indicates that only the number actually required should
be bought.
In the final computation, the nt_ber of modules to be
refurbished in each time interval is produced. This number is
the number of flights less the non-reusables l_ss the :Tear-outs.
• 5.1.5 Adjustment Factors
I
Two types of adjustment factors are used in the Manned
Spacecraft Cost Model. The first type include Recurring Submodel
factors which are applied to the costs that are initially generated
in the R&D Submodel and that continue to be used in the computations
43
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throughout the recurring phase_ These costs include sustaining
engineering, mission contro_ and mission planning and analysis.
If conditions affecting these costs warrant an increase or
decrease in the value of cost categories at the time that the
recurring phase begins, the model user inputs an adjustment
factor which can either increase or decrease this baseline cost.
The two major factors which would influence these costs are an
accelerated flight schedule or changes in program objectives.
The second type of adjustment factors is directly related
to CERes and is independent of program phase° Each relationship
has a factor assigned to it which is automatically applied every
time the equation is used. This method o_ adjustment removes the
necessity of inputting an adjustment with each CER and, in so
doing, lessens the possibility of input errors° In both cases,
if the model user does not input a value for the factor, the
factor is set equal to one in the program (i.eo, no adjustment)
and computation is continued.
5olo6 Cost Effectiveness Subroutine
Cost effectiveness can be computed on an optional basis
within the model. If the option is exercised, the user has
available a wide latitude concerning the types of effectiveness
to be computed because the application of cost effectiveness to
44
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spacecraft is still in the formative stages. At this time, there
is no universal measure of effectiveness that is applicable to
all types of spacecraft. Accordingly, the measure of effective-
ness is treated as an input. It is anticipated that measures
of effectiveness peculiar to a given type of spacecraft may soon
be developed.
The mechanics of computing various measures of cost effec-
tiveness can be briefly described. The cost effectiveness compu-
tation is based on reliability magnitude and growth parameters
input by the model user. These parameters are used to determine
the probability of success obtainable at the end of the R&D
flight test program. With probability values and the flight
schedule, the model computes incremental effectiveness in each
time interval of the operational program in which a flight occurs.
This incremental effectiveness measure is computed by multiplying
the number of missions accomplished by the effectiveness measure
input for a mission.
Direct operating cost (DOC) effectiveness is computed for
each spacecraft by dividing total recurring cost for each interval
by that interval's increment in effectiveness° A cumulative
direct operating cost effectiveness is computed by dividing the ..
cumulative recurring cost by the cumulative effectiveness.
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Total cost effectiveness is then computed by adding total
R&D and total facilities cost to each interval of recurring cost.
Total cost effectiveness and cumulative cost effectiveness are
then computed for each spacecraft.
After these computations have been accomplished for each
spacecraft in the problem, costs and payloads delivered are
summed for each program. DOC effectiveness, cumulative DOC
effectiveness, total cost effectiveness, and cumulative total
cost effectiveness are computed for each program in the problem°
5o2 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SUBMODEL
The objective of this submodel is to generate estimates of
all costs incurred during development of a spacecraft; facilities
costs are excepted° During the course of the study, development
costs have been generally defined as a non-recurring cost or as
those costs incurred in the program up to production of man-rated
spacecraft. The model logic, however, is sufficiently fle;ible
to accommodate other definitions of R&D costs such as those costs
incurred in the program through completion of manned development
fli_htso
The R&D Submodel initiates the computational sequence of the
Spacecraft Cost Model. The analyst may by-pass R&D if recurring
and/or facilities costs are of sillgular interest°
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Within the Submodel, costs are estimated at three independent
levels and are categorized for printout as shown on the following
list.
Subsystem Level
Design and Development
Inplant Testing
Sustaining Engineering - R&D
Tooling
Boilerplate Hardware
Manufacturing- R&D
Module Level
i
Systems Integration - R&D
Module Ground Testing
Experiments - R&D
Site Activation - R&D
Residual - R&D
Systems Installation - R&D
Flight Test - R&D
Recovery Operations - R&D
Non-Fllght Test Recurring - R&D
Flight Test Recurring - R&D
Spacecraft Level ,,
Mi,_ _on Planning and Analysis
Mission Control
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Design and Development of Checkout Equipment and Other GSE
Manufacture and Installation of Checkout Equipment and Other GSE
Total GSE Cost
Flight Crew Operations - R&D
Total Spacecraft - Related R&D
The stn_nation of costs accumulated in the above categories
is "total spacecraft R&D cost". The sun,nation of these costs in
terms of al] spacecraft on a program gives "total program R&D
costI',
The remainder of the section describing the Research and
Development submodel is divided into two parts. The first part
describes the overall computational sequence in the submodel;
the second part describes processes by which each cost in the
foregoing list is computed.
The c_aputational sequence is depicted in Figure 5-i. An
examination of the figure will disclose that the model user must
identify all elements of the problem: the programs, spacecraft,
modules and subsystems° On the basis of the identified elements,
the submodel then determines if funding is to be computed. If
funding is required, milestones and cost spreading parameters
will be extracted from libraries for each category listed. The
computational sequence begins at the subsystem level where
hardwar_ requirements for ground and flight testing and spares
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Figure 5-i
are determined. If spacecraft are dependent (i.e., spacecraft
use common subsystems), tne program searches all spacecraft in a
problem to find where co,non subsystems are used. ._..__
Hardware requirements for each type system are totaled. _--
From this total, Manufacturing and Sustaining Engineering cost
are computed on given learning curves, and the costs then allo-
cated among the participating spacecraft. Spares are computed
m.
and then adaed to Manufacturing to be printed out. From this r-
point onward, the sumnodel comou_es Design and Development, "
Initial Tooling, and Boilerplate Hardware Costs.
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When all subsystems in a problem have been evaluated, module
level costs are computed on the basis of each category listed above
for each module defined in the problem, Systems Installation cost
is computed in the same manner used to compute Manufacturing and
Sustaining Engineering costs° Recovery Operations is also computed
on a learning curve and is added into total cost for every flight
test o
When module level costs have been computed, the program
determines spacecraft related costs o On the basis of mission and
planning duration inputs, the model computes total costs accruing
to the Mission Control Center for Planning and Control; these
total costs are then allocated evenly over each time interval and
are spread among the spacecraft simultaneously occupying the
control center° All other spacecraft-related costs are computed
and the program is transfered to an accumulation process o All
"&D cost for each time period are summed and retained in storage
for use in the cost®effectiveness subroutine which may be
activated at the end of all other model computations°
The model also provides an inflation subroutine which is
executed in conjunction with the printout submodel,
When all R&D costs are determined, the model program reads
in operational requirements and begins computation of Recurring
Costs.
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i5.2_I Design and Development
The cost printed out under the Design and Development heading
is the s_ation of three i_puts or three CER's or any combination
of inputs and CER's. The three costs comprising this category
are D&D engineering, R&D sustaining engineering, and inplant
testing. In addition the total D&D cost for each subsystem is
added to the tooling cost for each subsystem and the sum is
retained for use in CER computations of the module ground test
and GSE costs.
If the funding option is exercised, D&D cost is lagged to
the interval when obligational authority is granted prior to the
beginning of the R&D phase of the subsystem and then spread
forward to the ending milestone input as the last interval of
R&D for the subsystem.
5.2.2 Inplant Testing
The Inplant Testing cost is a total test program cost input
or CER computation which is spread between two milestone inputs
and a lag input. Currently, space is provided for an Inplant "
Testing CER, the value of which is added into Design and Develop-
ment Engineering before printout.
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5.2.3 Sustaining Engineering - R&D
Sustaining Engineering cost (see D&D Engineering) is computed
at the subsystem level in a manner comparable to the computation
of Manufacturing cost (described later) in that there is available
a three-sloped learning curve and design change cost option.
Either the input cost or the CER which is used to initiate the
computation of Sustaining Engineering is always considered to be
the cost for the first unit bought in the problem. The computation
of Sustaining Engineering starts at the beginning of the module
ground test and continues through the end of the flight test
program. If funding is considere_ for each time period, the
cost is spread from the period when obligational authority is
granted through the time during which the hardware is used for
ground or flight testing.
5.2.4 Tooling
Tooling is an R&D cost computed or input at the subsystem
level and retained in storage with D&D Engineering for use in
CER's which are applied in other categories. Funded tooling cost
is dependent upon two milestone inputs and a lag input.
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5.2.5 Boilerplate Hardware
Boilerplate hardware cost is estimated at the subsystem level.
In this estimation process, tP.ecost of one piece of hardware is
input or computed and then is multiplied by the,number of boiler-
plate units i_put by the model user. Funded co_t for this category
is dependent upon beginning and ending milestone inputs and upon
a lag factor input. No learning is assumed on boilerplate hardware
produc tion.
5.2.6 Manufacturing - R&D
Manufacturing cost is input or computed by subsystem and is
determined for a given unit on the learning curve. If this unit
is other than unit number one, the program backs up the learning
curve to the first unit cost before computation of Manufacturing
cost begins on the hardware required in the problem. The learning
curve has three possible slopes.
Computation of Manufacturing cost begins with units consumed
in module ground testing. The total number of grcund test units
is determined from inputs and, if funding is desired, spread over
the length of the ground test program by the PEPT (Proportion
Expenditure Proportion Time) curve in which, when half of the
ground testing is complete, 66.1% of ground test hardware has
been purchased. Manufacturing cost is then computed for every
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time period in the module ground test, flight test, and operational
programs in which a test or launch occurs. Research and Development
spares, computed as a percent of Manufacturing cost, is added _o
Manufacturing cost to obtain the total Manufacturing printed out.
Spares used in the operational phase are computed in the Recurring
submode i.
The cost of hardware which is used in common by two or more
spacecraft is computed for each interval on a total units basis
and then allocated among the spacecraft in the program and/or
problem.
Increases in Manufacturing cost due to design change are
computed by inputting the beginning and ending numbers of the
block of hardware units to which this change applies and by
inputting the estimated percent increase in cost per unit of
hardware. The model then computes Manufacturing cost for each
interval and continuously checks to determine if a design change
has occurred on the units purchased in that interval. When the
program reaches the point where the cost is increased, Manu-
facturing cost is computed and the design change percentage of
this cost is then added to the Manufacturing cost to obtain the
total cost for that interval. The model has the capability _o
compute two design changes within a problem.
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5.2.7 Systems Integration - R&D
System Integration is a total cost computation or total cost
input which is spread from the first time period of design and
development of the module structure through the last time period
of flight test. If the beginning milestone of structure design
and development is omitted, spreading of Systems Integration
begins in the time period designated by the first major module
milestone, which (in most cases) will be the same or very close
to the interval for the beginning of structure design and
development. Currently, however, there are no available estl-
mating relationships for R&D Systems Integration and this cost
is included in the stractures engineering categories.
5.2.8 Module Ground Testing
Cost for module ground testing is an input or computation
for the total ground test program. The cost is spread by two
milestone inputs and a lag input.
5.2.9 Experiments - R&D
Experiments is a total cost computation or total cost input
which is spread by two milestone inputs and a lag input.
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5.2.10 Site Activation - R&D
Site Activation is computed or input as a total cost per
module and spread by two milestone inputs and a lag input.
5.2.11 Residual - R&D
Residual cost is computed or input as a total cost per module.
This cost can be spread from the beginning of module structure
design and development through the end of flight test. If the
beginning structure milestone is omitted, Residual cost is spread
from the beginning module R&D milestone. If flight test is
omitted, Residual cost is spread through to the last period of
module R&D.
5.2.12 Systems Installation - R&D
Two modes of computation exist for Systems Installation
cost. The first mode is comparable to the Manufacturing cost
computation in that the capability of using a three-sloped
learning curve is available. The cost is computed at the module
level for "ship sets" of systems rather than for individual sub-
systems. The Installation cost which is computed or input tO
initiate computation is always considered to be for the first
ship set. To compute funding, the cost for each interval is
lagged back to the time when obligational authority is granted
and spread forward to the time of launch.
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The second method of computation is the application of a
percentage to the structure Manufacturing cost per time interval;
this Manufacturing cost will have been spread and retained in
storage.
In both cases, computation of Systems Installation begins
with the first interval of module ground test and continues
through the end of the flight test program. At the presents
this category is not used and all costs in this category are
being estimated in structures Manufacturing cost.
5.2.13 Flight Test - R&D
This cost is input or computed for one flight test at the
module level. For funding computation in each time period of
the flight test program, the cost is multiplied by the number of
flights scheduled, lagged back to the interval in which obliga-
tional authority is granted, and spread forward to the time of
launch.
5.2.14 Recovery Operations - R&D
Recovery Operations cost is input or computed in terms of
the recovery of one module. Every recoverable module in a space-
craft incurs a recovery cost for each flight. A two-slope learning
curve is available for computing Recovery Operations cost. This
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rcost can be spread from the interval in which obligational authority
is granted through the time of flight.
5.2.15 Non-Flight Test Recurring - R&D
If total module R&D cost is not input, and if individual R&D
module costs for non-fllght related categories are not input nor
computed, then Non-Flight Test Recurring cost can be input. This
cost is the sum of System Integration, Module Ground Test, Experi-
ments, Site Activation, and Residual costs. If funding is to be
computed, this cost is spread from two milestones and a lag input.
After this computation has been made, the program proceeds to
Flight Test Recurring costs and checks to see if a similar total
cost is input.
5.2.16 Flight Test Recurring - R&D
If total module R&D cost is not input and if R&D module
costs are not input or computed for Systems Installation, Flight
Test, or Recovery Operations, then a total value for Flight Test
Recurring costs can be input. Also this cost can be spread
between two milestone inputs and a lag input. After completion
of this computation, the program transfers to Spacecraft costs.
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5.2.17 Mission Planning and Analysis
Before the program can compute Mission Planning and Analysis
cost, schedules of all missions, R&D as well as operational, must
be scanned to determine the number of spacecraft which are sinn,l-
tanecusly using available mission capacity. For each spacecraft,
the model user inputs an estimated planning duration which indicates
f
the number of weeks prior to launch that Mission Control Center
capacity will be required. The computer program examines each
time period beginning with the first interval for planning the
earliest mission of the first spacecraft in the problem and ending
with the last interval for planning the last mission of the space-
craft with the latest scheduled mission.
Two alternative methods of computation exist for determining
available mission capacity. In both cases, the initial available
capacity is input for the beginning of the program. Subsequently,
if the first alternative path is taken, the model user may input
the total new capacity that NASA planners intend to add. _he
year in which the capacity is to be built is input along with
this new capacity figure. Regardless of the number of missions
being planned simultaneously, no capacity will be added until the
computation process reaches the year which has been input. At
this point, the total amount of new capacity will be added regard-
less of the missions scheduled. If this option is by-passed, the
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program will automatically add new capacity whenever mission
planning requirements exceed available capacity by a predetermined
number of missions input to the model. Each time new capacity
is aaded, the available capacity is updated for the following
time intervals. Model users may elect to input a maximum capa-
city figure which will stop the automatic process whenever
available capacity reaches this maximum number°
Mission Planning and Analysis cost is input or computed for
one unit of capacity. Total planning and analysis cost is then
computed for each time period and is dependent on the amount of
planning capacity in existence during each period. After the
amount of capacity in existence and the total cost is determined,
the model sums the number of miss_ons in the planning phase for
each interval in the problem. The Mission Planning and Analysis
cost is then allocated among the spacecraft which are in the
planning phase at the same time by dividing the number of missions
scheduled for planning for one spacecraft by the total number of
missions scheduled for planning for all spacecraft in that
interval. This ratio is then multiplied by the total cost. In
this process, total Mission Planning and Analysis cost is the l
same as long as capacity is constant, but the amount attributed
to individual spacecraft may vary depending upon (I) the number
of programs and spacecraft being considered in the problem and
(2) the mission dates of the spacecraft.
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The cost is spread from the time obligational authority is
granted through the time of launch,
5o2.18 Mission Control
Computation of this cost is comparable to the procedure
followed for Mission Planning and Analysis cost, The only dif-
ference is that the model user inputs a mission duration time
interval which indicates the number of weeks after launch that a h
particular spacecraft will occupy mission control capacity, The
capacity input for mission planning and the capacity input for
mission control purposes are not interchangeable once the model
user has indicated how much capacity is available for each of
these tasks.
Mission Control cost is also spread from the time when
obligational authority is granted through the time of launch,
5o2,19 Design and Development of Checkout
Equipment and Other GSE
This cost category is made up of two cost inputs or two CER
computations: one for checkout equipment and one for other GSE.
The two costs are summed before printout or spreading, When
funding is to be computed, the total cost is spread by two mile-
stone inputs and a lag input,
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5°2°20 Manufactuz__ and Installation of
Ci_eckout Equipment and Other GSE
This cost category is made up of two cost inputs or two CER
computat-ions_ one for checkout equipment (which_is multiplied by
the number of sets of equipment to be purchased) and one for
Other GSE (which is mu_/iplied by the number of sets of Other GSE
to be purchased)o The number of sets of checkout equipment and
other CSE are inputs° The two cost figures are added together
before printout or spreading° The total cost is spread by two
milestone inputs and a lag input° Currently the cost in this
category is being estimated by the CER's for GSE Design and
Development o
5o2o21 Total GSE Cost
Total GSE cost is an input at the spacecraft level and is
the sum of Design and Development cost and Manufacture and
Installation cost for checkout equipment and other GSEo The
cost can be spread between two milestone inputs and a lag input°
5°2°22 Flight Crew Operations - R&D
This cost is a total R&D related input or computation made
at the spacecraft level° If the funding option is exercised, this
cost is spread by two milestone inputs and a lag input°
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5°2.23 Total Spacecraft-Related R&D
Total Spacecraft-Related R&D cost is a gross cost input which
includes Flight Crew Operations, Mission Planning and Analysis,
Mission Control, Checkout Equipment and Other GSE Design and
Development, and Checkout Equipment and Other GSE Manufacture and
Installation costso The cost can be spread by two milestone
inputs and a lag input.
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S5o 3 RECURRING SUBMODEL
Costs computed in this section of the Spacecraft Cost Model are
(i) those costs associated with the manufacture and maintenadce of
man-rated or operational spacecraft and (2) those costs associated
with mission planning, control, and recovery-related activities in-
curred from the initial planning of the first manned mission through
the last interval of the final mission scheduled for a spacecraft°
The Recurring Submodel is an optional feature and may be by-
passed. If the submodel is activated, the program follows a set
pattern for time-sequencing costs. All non-_'ariable costs, such as
Flight Crew Operations, are tied to the first and last program
intervals in which a flight occurs. Variable costs, such as Manufac-
turing, are tied to actual flight dates. Variable and non-variable
recurring costs are intermingled and are categorized for printout
as shown below.
subsystem Level
Sustaining Engineering-Recurring
Manu fac turing-Recurring
Spares -Recurring
Module Level
Sj_stems Integration-Recurring
Systems Installation-Recurring
Acceptance Testing
Launch Site Support
Rec ove ry- Recurring
Reconditioning
Experiments -Recurring
Res idual-Recurring 64
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Spacecraft Level
Flight Crew Operations-Recurring
GSE Spares and Maintenance
Mission Planning and Analysis & Mission Control Cost-Recurring
The computational sequence for this submodel is summarized in
Figure 5-2. These costs computed on the basis of a learning curve
in the R&D Submodel, continue to be computed in this manner in the
Recurring Submodel although a different curve slope may be used for
operational hardware; the use of the different curve slope is des-
cribed under the special subroutine discussion. In the Recurring
Submodel, the learning curve is entered after the uni= number which
is the sum of module ground tests plus flight tests. This continuity
between the two program phases is maintained even in those cases when
R&D is not computed. The exception to this interface of learning
curves occurs in the instance of refurbishing cost which is computed
only in the Recurring Submodel. If refurbishment cost should reflect
learning, the computation begins with the first man-rated spacecraft
recovered.
There are other differences between the two submodels in terms
of the calculation of spares and experiments costs. Recurring spares
include all backup units plus a percentage of manufacturing cost.
Sustaining engineering is calculated on a per production unit basis
which includes back-up units (spare subsystem units). Recurring
experiments cost is computed for each flight and is summed for
printout. ,,
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iFigure 5-2
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If non-funded recurring costs are requested, the model calcu-
lates funded costs but prints only the totals; such a calculation
and printout requires the inputting of beginning and ending dates
but facilitates the computation of hardware requirements and refurbish-
ing cost. It also results in more valid mission control and planning
costs especially when missions are of long duration,
Upon completion of the recurring phase for all spacecraft and
programs included in a problem, the model begins computation of
facilities costs.
In the remaining discussion of the Recurring Submodel, the
computation of individual recurring cost categories is described. L
5.3.1 Sustaining Engineering - Recurring
The cost of Sustaining Engineering is a continuation of the
learning curve computation begun in the R&D Submodel. This cost
is computed in each interval of the operational program for each
unit of hardware purchased including backup units, Design change
and operational program adjustment factors are available as explained
in the description of Manufacturing Cost, When funding is required,
the engineering cost for each unit is spread from the period in which
either obligational authority or funding is initiated through the
last period of the mission in which the hardware incurring the
Sustaining Engineering cost is involved.
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5.3.2 Manufacturing - Recurring
Manufacturing cost of operational hardware is simply a con-
tinuation of the computation begun in the R&D phase; an additional
feature is the availability of an adjustment factor which can be
used as a multiplier of the cost taken from the learning curve if
conditions warrant a constant increase or decrease from the originally
assumed cost pattern. Before manufacturing cost can be determined,
however, a total production cost per time interval is computed. The
number of hardware units used for this computation is dependent on
three factors: (i) the number of backup units bought for each sub-
system; (2) the flight schedule; and (3) if the module is reusable,
module turnaround time and the probability of recovery. To arrive
at the manufacturing cost, the value of the backup units is sub-
tracted out of production cost. Cost for backups is added to the
spares category. The design change options described for R&D Manu-
facturing also are available for Recurring Manufacturing. In the
computation of this cost, it is acceptable to include T&D and oper-
ational units in the same design change block if conditions warrant.
When the funding option is exercised, the manufacturing cost
for each interval of the operatlo_al program is spread from the time
obligatlonal authority is granted (which is the time of flight minus
a lag input) through the last period of the mis=ion in which the
hardware is involved.
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5.3.3 Spares - Recurring
Spares cost for operational hardware is composed of the cost
of backup units plus a percentage of manufacturing cost to account
for the cost of piece parts. The model user inputs the total number
of backup units purchased for each subsystem in the problem. When
funding is required, the total number of units is spread by a normal
pepts curve (p - 2.0, q - 2.0) from the beginning thrc_gh the end of
the operational program. The number of backups in each time inter-
val is then added to the number of other hardware requirements;
production cost is then computed on the learning curve. When pro-
duction cost is determined for an interval, the backup units are
subtracted out and manufacturing cost is the remainder. Backup hard-
ware cost is then added to a percentage of manufacturing cost. This
total is printed out under the heading of spares
Spares cost is spread from the time obligational authority or
expenditures is initiated through the last period of the mission in
which the hardware is involved.
5.3.4 Systems Integration - Recurring
This cost is a total input or CER computation for the operational
program and is processed at the module level. Although computation
provisions are included in the model, currently there are no CER's
for computing system integration cost. Provision also has been made
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to lag and spread the cost from the interval when obligatlonal
authority or expenditures is initiated prior to the beginning of the
operational program through the last time period of the program.
5.3.5 Systems Installation - Recurzing
There are no CER's for computing systems installation cost. If
such CER's were available, this cost computation would be a con-
tinuation of the process initiated in the R&D program. Installation
cost is computed for each new module purchased in the operational
phase, but this cost is not computed for any backup systems which
are purchased. If funding is required, costs generated in each time
interval are lagged and spread from the interval in which obligational
authority is granted through the time when the hardware (on which the
installation cost is incurred) is used.
5.3.6 Acceptance Testing
In the event that cost is to be considered, acceptance test
cost is input or computed for the testing of une module. Also
inputted is an acceptance test factor used to indicate the percent
of modules flown which will be tested. This test factor is multi-
plied by the cost of one tes% and the result is in turn multiplied
by the number of flights in time t. If the funding option is
exercised, the cost is lagged and spread from the period when
obligational authority is granted through the time when the module
is used.
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5.3.7 Launch Site Support
The model user has an option to input or compute this cost on
a per flight basis or on the basis of total cost for the p:ogram.
in the program, a check is first made to see if the per flight cost
option is taken; if it is, the number of flights in each interval is
multiplied by the cost. The cost for each interval is spread from
the time when obligational authority is first granted or expendigures
start through the time when the flight occurs.
If the cost is computed or input as a total, the cost is lagged
and spread from the interval in wh.ch obligational authority is
R
granted or expenditures start prior to the beginning of the oper-
ational program through the last time period of the program.
5.3.8 Recovery - Recurring
Recovery cost is also a continuation of the co_utation begun
in the R&D phase. The resulting cost is spread from the time o_
flight (minus a lag input) through the last time interval of the
mission in which the module is in_-olved.
5.3.9 Reconditioning
Reconditioning cost is an optional computation and can be by-
passed even though a module is classified as reusable. If the model
user chooses to compute the cost, he then has the option to compute
it at the module or subsystem level. At both levels, a cost for
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reconditioning the first operational module of the program is input i
or computed. A two-sloped learning curve is available for the module I
I
and for each subsystem. The unit numbers used to locate the cost on
the curve for each time interval are determined by subtracting the !
number of modules which are too badly damaged for reuse and the il
number of modules worn out from the number of flights in the time
I
interval° Wear-outs and non-reusables are discussed under the head- i
ing of Recovery Subroutine located at the end of these cost category I
!
computation descriptions.
If the subsystem level computation is chosen, the costs for
all subsystems on the module are added together to obtain total
reconditioning cost. iI
If funding is required, the cost for each interval is lagged I
I
and spread from the interval when obligational authority is granted
I
or expenditures initiated through the last period of the mission in
which the module is involved.
5.3.10 Experiments - Recurring
Experiments cost is input or computed for one mission. The
total cost of experiments is determined by multiplying the input by
the number of flights in each inferval of the operational program.
The cost computed in each period is lagged and spread from the time
I
when obligational authority is granted through the period in which
the flight occurs.
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5.3.11 Residual - Recurring
d
Residual cost is a total input or CER computation for the pro-
gram on the module level. When the funding option is exercised, the
cost is spread from the time obligational authority is granted prior
to the operational program through the last interval in which a
flight occurs.
5.3.12 Flight Crew Operations - Recurring
This cost is computed at the spacecraft level but is handled _n
the same manner in which Residual cost computations are made.
5.3.13 GSE Spares and Maintenance
This cost is the sum of two costs: (I) spares and maintenance
for checkout equipment and (2) spares and maintenance for other GSE.
These two component costs are input or computed (if CER's were
available) as a program total or as a percent of manufacturing and
installation cost of checkout equipment and other GSE computed in
the R&D program. The total cost is lagged and spread from the time
when obligational authority is granted prior to the operational
program through the last interval of the program.
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5°3° 14 Mission Planning and Analysis and
Mission Control Cost - Recurring
The computation for these costs follow the same path indicated
for the R&D program. An adjustment factor is available for each
cost; this factor will change the initial input or CER computation
used in the R&D phases If the R&D and Operational phases overlap,
the requirements for both are added together to determine total MCC
capacity in use in any time interval° After the capacity for the
interval is determined, the R&D and Operational requirements are
then separated and their respective costs computed°
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5.4 FACILITIES SUBMDDEL
A t _he time tile Cost Model Study was made, spacecraft facil-
ities had accounted for a relatively small portion of total space-
craft program costs. With the exception of manufacturing facilities,
the majority of the facilities used in current spacecraft programs
are located at MSC and, presumably, will be available for use in
future progrmms. In general, facilities requirements and costs are
highly dependent upon the particular program under consideration.
Considerations affectlng facilities costs include (i) mission re-
quirements and design characteristics of the spacecraft in question
and (2) the availability and applicability of existing facilities.
Because of its relatively low cost significance and formidable
estimating problems, facilities costing has received only cursory
i
attention in past and present studies.
As a result of the foregoing considerations, emphasis in the
formulation of the Facilities Submodel has been placed upon simplic-
ity and flexibility. Provisions have been made to consider a variety
of facility types with the expectation that only a few types may be
costed in a given problem. As has been indicated in Figure 5-3 the
submodel sums and prints costs in the following categories:
Total Subsystem Facilities
Total Module Facilities
Total Spacecraft Facilities
Flight Operations Facilities
Other Spacecraft Facilities
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For all 13 subsystems considered in the cost model, the capa-
bility exists to compute at least one type of facilities cost.
Funding of subsystems facilities has been tied to R&D milestones
because requirements for these facilities will be generated mainly
during subsystem development.
At the module level an estimating capability has been pro-
vided for I0 different facility types. Because the costs for some
of these facility types, such as additional manufacturing facili-
ties or recovery and reconditioning facilities, may be incurred
after development has been completed. Funding is based upon mile-
stone inputs in real time.
At the spacecraft level, the costs for flight operations
facilities used in mission planning and control are estimated.
The cost for this facility category are derived from requirements
generated in the R&D and Recurring submodels. Provisions have been
made for computing the cost of eight other types of spacecraft re-
lated facilities. As with module facilities, funding is based on
: real time inputs.
Because facilities costs are so highly problem-dependent,
the selection of facilities to be costed is treated as a problem
input.
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5.4.1 Subsystem Facilities
Each subsystem has three facility types, any one or all of
which may be costed for each subsystem. The cost which is input
or computed is for one facility. If more than one facility is
required, the model user inputs the total number which is then
multiplied by the facility cost. For spreading purposes, the
cost is tied to the beginning and ending milestones of the re-
spective subsystem design and development. To compute funding
requirements, each cost is lagged to the time when obligational
authority is granted prior to the beginning milestone indicated
above and is spread through the ending milestone for design and
development. Total facility cost for all subsystems on a module
is all that is printed; therefore, after spreading the cost, the
computer program sums the cost for all subsystems in a module
in terms of each time interval in the module R&I) phase.
5°4.2 Module Facilities
Each module in a problem has ten possible facility types.
For any or all types, the model user can input up to four dates
in _hich the facility will be bought and the number of facilities
required on each of those dates.
The cost for one facility of each type required is input
or computed and then multiplied by the number required in each
78
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interval. For funding, the cost is spread from the time obli-
gational authority is granted through the time when the facility
is required. The cost for all ten types is summed before print-
J
out.
5.4.3 Spacecraft Flight Operations
Facilities (MCC Capacity)
To compute the cost of additional planning and control capa-
city for the Mission Control Center, the computer program retains
all capacity increases which occurred in the computation of Mis-
sion Planning and Analysis cost and Mission Control cost in the
R&D and operational phase; the spacecraft to which this addition
is attributed is also retained. The cost of one unit of planning
capacity and one unit of control capacity is input or computed at
the program level. The total cost for this category is then ob-
tained by multiplying the increase in capacity in each interval
by the respective costs of the one unit of capacity. The two
costs obtained are then added and spread from the time obliga-
tional authority is granted for each addition through the time
interval in which each unit is added to existing capacity.
There are t_o methods used In determining which spacecraft
will be charged with capacity increases. In the first case, If
the model user inputs the total additional capacity required, he
als# inputs the year when it is added and the spacecraft to which
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it is charged. If the increase in capacity is determined auto-
matically, the spacecraft that enters the planning or control phase
last immediately prior to or concurrent with the increase is charged
with the new capacity.
5.4.4 Other Spacecraft Facilities
In addition to Flight Operations Facilities, each spacecraft
has eight other possible facility types. The cost for these facil-
ities is computed in the exact sequence followed in computing mod-
ule facilities.
5o5 PRINTOUT SUBMDDEL
To maximize the utility of computer time and problem results,
aloptional print routine has been provided for use with the Space-
craft Cost Model. By means of this option, the analyst is able to
print cost data from problems which have been run at an earlier
date and retained on magnetic tape.
When a problem is initiated on the SCM, the program ascer-
tains if it is a new problem in which costs will be computed or
the problem has already been executed and requires only selection
and printing operations. To actuate the printout submodel, the
model user inputs only three items: (i) the tape identification
number which was assigned when the problem was computed, (2) the
identification of the libraries used in the computation, and (3)
the problem number assigned at the time of computation.
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mThe printout submodel and the computational sequence are
mutually exclusive; therefore, each problem run must be used for
one purpose or the other and can never be used for both ends.
5.6 CENTER PLANNING SUBMDDEL
The Center Planning submodel is used to generate annual MSC
funding and personnel estimates as a function of the level of
activity being managed by MSC and various policy coefficients.
Submodel outputs are generated by Program and Center and are dis-
played on a quasi-organization basis. With the exception of two
categories, funding and personnel outputs are divided between
civil service and supporting contractor activities.
Most of the inputs for the Center Planning submodel are furn-
ished by the cost outputs of the other submodels: R&D, Recurring,
and Facilities. By means of this cost output, the magnitude of
the space programs under MSC cognizance is measured. The rela-
tionship between the overall magnitude of the spacecraft programs
and the levels of MSC activity is expressed by a set of policy
coefficients. An additional set of policy coefficients is also
used to divide the MSC activity between contractor and civil serv-
ice portions. The two sets of policy coefficients are contained
in a general library and thus are input only if changes are de-
sired.
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In the remainder of this section, brief descriptions are
offered of the detailed computations which are completed within
the submode].
To accomplish each of the following 26 functions, the model
use_ coefficients expressing the relationship (a) between cost
model output and MSC operating cost and (b) the percent of the
MSC operating cost which is incurred by civil service personnel.
Contractor support cost is determined within the model by multi-
plying MSC cost in (a) _bove by i - (b)o
Annual
Values Used from
Center Functio n The Spacecraft Cost Model
i. Program Office The sum of all total program
costs in each problem.
Engineering & Development
2. Staff Total subsystem design and develop-
ment and sustaining engineering
cost.
3. Advanced Technical Total subsystem design and develop-
Planning ment and sustaining engineering
cost.
4. Computation & Analysis Total subsystem design and develop-
ment and sustaining engineering
cost.
Subsystem
5. Structure
Design and development plus R&D
6. Propulsion and recurring sustaining engi-
neering cost for the respective
7. Environmental Control subsystems.
System
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m8. Crew Systems
9. Stabilization and Control
I0. Reaction Control
Design and development plus R&D
ii. Navigation and Guidance and recurring sustaining engi-
neering cost for the respective
12. Electrical Power System subsystems.
13. Communications
14. Instrumentation
15. Launch Escape System
16. Recovery System
17. Adapter
18. Procurement Sum of a_l total program costs
in each problem.
19. Resource !_nagement Sum of all total program costs
in each problem. _
20. Flight Crew Operations R&D plus recurring Flight Crew
Operations.
Fli_ht Operations -_
21. Staff Mission Planning and Mission
Control cost for R&D and Recur-
ring.
22. Mission P]annlng R&D and Recurring Mission Plan-
ning and Analysis Cost.
23. Mission Control R&D and Recurring Mission Con-
trol and Analysis Cos . •
24. Landing & Recovery Recovery cost for R&D an_ Recur-
ring.
25. Flight Support Mission Plann_ng and Mission Con-
trol cost for R&D and Recurring.
o_
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26_ Offsite Test Operations Design and development cost of
structures and propulsion sys-
tems o
For computing the four functions listed below, the submodel
uses coefficients expressing (a) the percentage of total civil
service personnel cost in the above 26 functions that i s uttrib-
uted to the following categories and (b) the percentage of total
contractor support personnel cost in the above categories which
is attributed to the following. i
Administration - Staff
Administration - Personnel
Administration - Service
Other Technical Staff
The final three functions in the Center Planning Submodel
require only one input. For the first two functions, the input
is a percentage of total nonvariable cost which serves as the basis
for giving a value for contractor support costs in terms of "Other
J
R'D" and "Supporting Development." The last category, "Administrative
" requires as an input, a percentage of the total civil IFacilities,
service personnel cost in the first 26 categories listed. T
For all C_nter functions, with the exception of the last three 1
t
discussed, the model computes the number of people represented by
I
the MSC cost of civil service and contractor support° This is I
accomplished by inputting an estimated average annual salary of
84
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tcivil service personnel and a similar value for contractor support
personnel. These salary inputs are divided into their respective
MSC cost values and the model then prints personnel costs and num-
bers of people for each Center function.
The submodel is programmed to operate independently of the
other submodels by the use of cost data stored on magnetic tape.
This feature will permit the evaluation of the effects of policy
alternatives upon a standard mix of spacecraft programs without
the necessity of rerunning the cost model for each alternative.
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6.0 INPUTS
During the formulation of the model, particular care was taken
with input organization and procedures° General Dynamics' prior
experience with large generalized models sugge,ted tha_ the utility
of a model is determined as much by the ease with which it may be
input- as by the validity of its results. In the case of the
spacecraft cost model, potential input problems _ere aggravated by
the requirement that all major spacecraft subsystems _,ere to be con ,-_
sidered explicJ t ly in the costing processes; this means c:hat, in
a costing exercise such as a Mars landing, data must be input not
only for the 5 spacecraft and i0 mc.dules performing the. mission but
also for the 52 separate subsystems installed°
In anticipation of these multiple input problems_ input pro-
cedures were streamlined (i) through the use of multipurpose inputs,
(2) by extensive use of inputs that are either "O" or "i", and (3)
by adoption of the namelist procedure. This latter proceduLe frees
the user from the usual requirements (and the associated errors) of
entering inputs in a predetermined order and in narrow specified
fields°
An equal or greater contribution to the solution of the input
problem was provided, however, in the organization of the input data°
Inputs required for computation are divided into two categoric-s:
library data and problem data° Library data is input as required
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and then is retained for use on subsequent problems. Problem data,
on the otherhand, must be input for each problem run.
Problem data is further subdivided between problem-required
and problem-option inputs. Problem-required data has been reduced
to the absolute minimum number of instructions necessary to acti-
vate the model_ Problem-required data is composed of less than i0
items and is restricted to such items as the names of the programs
and spacecraft to be costed, whether or not common usage subsystems
are involved, and the number of spacecraft for which problem data
is required°
Problem-optional data is quite voluminous because of the large
number of functions performed by the model and the numerous optional
methods of accomplishing these functions. Problem options include
over 75 different items; however, only a few of these are normally
exercised on any given problem. In general, problem options fall
into three classes: computational options, ilbrary overrides, and
cost inputs° Computational options include instructions to compute
such items as cost effectiveness, inflation, reconditioning cost,
and funding requirements. Library overrides were incorporated to
permit temporary variations in l_raries such as modification of
design or performance data for a baseline spacecraft. In addition
to the computational options and library overrides, it is possible
to input certain aggregate measures of cost such as research and
development cost for a specific spacecraft.
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Most of the inputs required for use in a problem will be con-
tained within libraries. There is a significant advantage to this
approach to the input problem: once the values of parameters are
entered into libraries, the values will be available for use in
future problems. The necessity for re®inputting this data for each
problem run is eliminated. On the otherhand, the alteration of in®
frequently changing data can be accomplished expeditiously by incor-
porating the static data into libraries rather than building it
into the program.
Library data is divided into two major groups: general library
data and specific library data. Each of these groups in turn is
subdivided into subsystem data, module, and spacecraft data°
The general library was established as a means of retaining
large groups of data that are relatively independent of the design
and performance characteristics of the spacecraft being costed°
Consequently, this type of data is input infrequently and is input
only as a result of periodic updating or to reflect special costing
situations. In general, the following categories of information
are contained in the general library:
i. Mission control center parameters
2. Policy and structural coefficients used in the Center Plan-
ning submodel
3. Learning curve slopes
89
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4. Spares factors
5_ Funding milestones and shaping parameters.
Specific library data applies to some specified design or mis-
sion configuration. This type of information is entered the first
time a new design is to be costed and is then retained and made
available for use in each subsequent problem in which that particular
design is called for. Specific library data for the spacecraft in_
eludes program milestones, the names of the modules used by the space-
craft, a_d spacecraft-related design and performance parameters.
These parameters are used in the cost estimating relationships and
include such data as spacecraft crew complement, weights, and number
of flights.
Module level data includes a list and count of subsystems in-
stalled in the module,refurbishment parameters (if reuse of the
module is being considered), program milestones, cost through
puts, and design and performance parameters. Design and perform-
ance parameters currently used in the CER's include such information
as weights, dimensions, volumes, mission duration, thrust, and atti-
tude change rates.
Subsystem level library data is generally similar in nature
to the library data listed for modules and spacecraft.
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6.1 COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP LIBRARY
Most cost generation accomplished by means of the model ._,s
a result of the use of cost estimating relationships. The cost
estimating relationship (CER) is an equation which represents the
relationship of the cost of a particular spacecraft hardware ele-
ment or activity to design, performance, and/or mission parmneters.
In the Spacecraft Cost Model, all cost estimating relationships
are contained within a library rather than made an integral part of
the computer program. This feature, which was pioneered by General
Dynamics in a companion study for NASA/MSFC, provides enormous
advantages over any previous cost model concept. By use of the
library concept, CER's are always available for use and yet may be
improved or altered without the requirement of modifying the pro-
gram.
Each CER in the library is described on one to five cards.
The description identifies the CER and contains a Fortran statement
of the equation. Each CER is identified with respect to four
factors :
io Computation level (subsystem, module, etc°)
2. Subsystem type (structure, propulsion, etc.)
3. Cost category (manufacturing, flight test, etc.)
4. Technology (current, nuclear, etc.)
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The Fortran statement of the equation indicates the variables
used in the equation, and the operations to be performed on the var-
iables. The operations include addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, division, exponentiation (including negative and fractional
exponents), and conversion to natural logrithms. During the oper-
ation of the model, the computer program calls for a particular CER
when it is required, decodes the CER, executes the equations de-
scribed by the Fortran statement, and stor_s the cost yielded by
the relationship. Application of the library concept to CER's
not only permits updating of an individual CER in minutes but also
provides the capacity for using virtually an unlimited number of
CER's. Up to 99 different CER's may be stored for an individual
cost category. This storage feature not only makes it possible to
consider all foreseeable technologies but also provides a capability
to select CER's based on the availability of input data. By using
this concept, it would be possible to select a complex and presum-
ably highly accurate CER when the design of a spacecraft under
consideration is well-defined or to use a very gross estimating re-
lationship when the spacecraft to be costed is sketchily defined.
Another major advantage of the use of a cost estimating rela-
tionship library is that use of the llbra:/ allowed model develop-
ment to proceed concurrently with and separately from the develop-
ment of CER's. This parallel development effort enabled MSC to
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obtain a working cost model considerably earlier than would have
otherwise been possible. Accordingly, it was decided to give the
Cost Analysis Study contractor the responsibility for developing
most of the estimating relationships currently being used in the
model.
Because of specialized knowledge and prior experience, General
Dynamics, however, was charged with development of estimating re-
lationships for the certain advanced technologies. These tech-
nologies include nuclear isotope electrical power systems, nuclear
reactor electric power systems, nuclear and liquid pump-fed pro-
pulsion systems, and large service modules. In the remainder of
this section, those relationship_ developed by General Dynamics
are described° (The relationships developed during the Cost Analysis
Study are discussed in the final reports of that study.)
6.2 NUCLEAR REACTOR ELECTRICAL POWER
SUBSYSTEM RELATIONSHIP
The relationships were developed from 8nd evaluated against
data obtained from General Electric, Westinghouse, North American
Aviation, and from various Congressional Hearings. The data base
included thermoelectric and _ankine cycle systems ranging in power
output from .5 to 300 kilowatts-electric. Because of the limited
availability of detailed cost information, only two relationships
were developed: design and development, and manufacturing.
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The following variables were considered in the development of 0Iml-
these relationships:
Kilowatts-electric
Number of active power conversion units
Total number of power conversion units
Shield weight
Boom and cable welght
Total subsystem weight
Kilowatts- thermal
Separation distance
Radiation area
Power conversioa system weight
By means of multivariate regression analysis, these variables
were combined into a number of prototype estimating relationships.
These prototypes were developed in a variety of functional
forms: linear, exponential, semi-logarlthmic, and mixtures of
these forms. The two relationships finally chosen are displayed
below. Both relationships perform with acceptable accuracy over
the range of data considered. Use of the development cost rela-
tionship does tend to understate costs at very low power levels
(two kilowatts electric) but, at all other performance levels,
estimates produced may be expected to be within I0 percent of
the actual. The manufacturing relationship is extremely accurate
at all performance levels.
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i. Design and developmen_ includes the cost of engineering,
test, prototype hardware, and tooling cost incurred in
reactor development:
Cost = 1459660 (PKIL)'541(EPW-PSW)''411
r
2. Manufacturing cost is the first unit cost of a complete
subsystem: _,
Cost = 2273 + 477.6(UNTN) + 33.37(PKIL)
_Jhere
Cost is estimated _ost in 1000's of dollars
PKIL is rated system power output in kilo_,atts-electric
EPW is total weight of the subsystem including reactor,
power conversion system, shielding and radiator
PSW is shield weight
UNTN is total number of power conversion units in sub-
system including redundant u:its
6.3 RADIOISOTOPE ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
_=_
The relationships for this subsystem were developed from
data extracted from reports by North American Aviation. Because
radioisotope systems do not fall into either the cost or the per®
formance domains applicable to manned spacecraft, all data used
are estimates. The data used reflect a total of eight different
subsystem designs. The designs include both Rankine and Brayton
cycle power conversion systems. Design power output varieo fram
1.4 to 4 kilowatts-electric.
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Three relationships were developed: design and development,
boiler_late bardware, and manufacturing. Portions of these re-
lationships were developed with some rigour through statistical
techniques, i.e., multivariate regression analysis. However, the
portions dealing with isotope fuel costs were not amenable to
statistical analysis. Unfortunately, for some type of isotopes,
fuel costs may be the only significant component of subsystem
costs. Estimation of isotope fuel production cost is difficult
because cost data are scarce and not re]iable for some fuel types.
There is, also, a strong possibility that isotope costs for future
programs may not reflect true production costs; these costs may,
instead, be the result of inter-Government agency administrative
decisions. The treatment of isotope costs in the model reflects
the above uncertainties by permitting parametric analysis. The
treatment is conservative but not unrealistic.
i. For nuclear isotope electric subsystems, design and
development costs include all costs of development ex-
cept those for facilities and fuel:
Cost -- 1175(RTMP)'823(TURB)'446
2. Boilerplate hardware accounts for the cost of isotopes
used in prototype development and also for deliverable
units in which isotope reuse is required:
Cost _ _EPEV) (FUEL)
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3. Manufacturing accounts for all productJon costs in iso-
tope systems at unit one except for fuel costs where
isotope reuse is required:
Cost -- 166.3(PSW)-'I59(TURB) "422 + (EPEV)(FUW)
where
Cost is estimated cost in 1000_s of dollars
PSW is shield weight
TURB is operating temperature (turbine inlet temperature
for dynamic systems)
EPEV is system thermal watt rating
RTMP is the number of redundant power conversion units
FUEL is prototype fuel cost factor (see Table 6-1.)
FUW is deliverable subsystem fuel cost factor. (See
Table 6- i)
6.4 NUCLEAR PROPULSION SUBSYSTEMS
Nuclear propulsion estimating relationships were based on
data obtained from studies of Nerva- and Phoebus-type engines.
The studies were performed by Aerojet General Corporation and
North American Aviation; under consideration were engines rang-
ing in performance from 50,000 pounds thrust to 700,000 pounds
thrust.
On the basis of the limited exploitation of this particular
engine technology and institutional restrictions, there is a
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Table 6-1
NUCLEAR ISOTOPE ELECTRICAL POWER
SYSTEM FUEL COST FACTORS
A. Low Cost or Short Lived Isotopes
Isotope Prototype Fuel Deliverable
Type Cost Factor Subsystem Cost
Factor
# of Power Conversion
Systems per Subsystem
i - 2 3 - 4 5 - N
Cobalt 60 .98 .363 ,627 .033
Strontium 90 ,114 .209 .361 .019
Cesium 137 .126 .231 ,399 .021
Cerium 144 .006 .011 .019 .001
Promethiom 147 .558 1.023 1.767 .093
Thulium 170 .060 .Ii0 .190 .010
Polonium 210 .120 .220 .380 .020
Thorium 228 .240 .440 .760 .040
Curium 242 ,900 1.650 2.850 ,150
B. High Cost Isotopes
r
Isotope Prototype Fuel Deliverable
Cost Factor Subsystem Cost
Factor
Uranium 232 i.4 0
Plutonium 238 4.8 0
Curium 244 2.0 0
"High Cost Isotope" system costs factors assume four prototype
fuel blocks that are reused for flight systems.
Cost Factors based on data appearing in Atomics International
Report - AI-65-MEMO-62, dated April i, 1965.
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scarcity of cost data in any form pertaining to nuclear engines.
Actual cost experience on nuclear engines is almost non-existent
and reliable estimates are difficult to obtain. Most of the
data used in developing these relationships is based on estimates.
It was possible, to some extent, to supplement these estimates
with cost data on liquid chemical engines which are technically
related in a number of respects to nuclear engines; cost data on
liquid chemical engines is more abundant. These data relation-
ships were developed for design and development, tooling, inplant
testing, boilerplate hardware, and manufacturing cost.
Nuclear propulsion design and development cost element in-
cludes the non-recurring and sustaining engineering costs of
the engine, the cost of detail reactor design, and component test
costs. Basic reactor research, such as that performed by the
National Laboratories, is not included:
Cost = 43082 + 6064.5 (FMAX/ZSPA)'413
+ 15821 (FMAX)" 199
• Tooling cost includes non-recurring costs associated with
tooling and special test equipment such as instrumentation and
valves and other materials used in conducting engine tests:
Cost = .000065 (DELV-RW) "491 (ZSPA) 2"054
+ 5400 (FMAX/1000) "431
+ 6 RCD
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The inplant testing relationship includes the cost of manpower,
data reduction, and propellants associated with the test of com-
plete nuclear engine systems.
The boilerp_ate hardware relationship is used to compute
the cost of components and complete engines used by the engine
development contractor in his inhouse test program:
Cost = 6(ZNF) "52 (.000065 (DELV-RW) '491
(ZSPA) '2"054 + 540 (F_X/1000) '431
+ 6 (RCD)
The manufacturing cost relationship is used to generate all manu-
facturing costs including uranium for the first production unit:
Cost = .000065 (DELV-RW) .491
(ZSPA)2°054 + 540 (FMAX/1000) "431 + 6 (RCD)
where
Cost is estimated cost in 1000's of dollars
FMAX is vacuum thrust
ZSPA is vacuum specific impulse
DELV is total engine weight _'
RW is reactor weight
RCD is uranium weight
ZNF is number of engine system tests. (Current estimates
of the value for this ZNF range from 50 to 200, de-
pending on reliability requirements and confidence
in engine basic design.)
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6.5 LIQUID PUMP-FED PROPULSION SYSTEMS
This body of relationships is applicable to pump-fed liquid
engines which range in thrust from 15,000 pounds to 1,000,000
pounds and in which both storable and cryogenic propellants are
used. The relationships are based on cost and performance data
from North American Aviation, Aerojet General, and Pratt and
Whitney. Almost every large liquid engine produced in this
country is included in this data base. Multivariate regression
analysis was applied to the collected data. Candidate relation-
ships were developed through a regression analysis in which a
variety of functional forms and i0 design and performance varia-
bles were considered. In addition to those variables finally sel-
ected for the relationships, such parameters as expansion ratio,
restart capability, mass flow, thrust-to-weight ratio, wet engine
weight, and propellant density were also considered.
The final estimating relationships were selected on basis
of (i) statistical measures, (2) technical judgment, and (3) suit-
ability of the relationship for use in estimating advanced _ech-
nology engines. The final relationships were developed for the
following categories: design and development, tooling, in-plant
testing, boilerplate hardware cost, and manufacturing cost.
i. The design and development cost relationship estimates engine
contractors variable and nonvariable engineering costs; the
i01
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engineering directly associated with engine testing is
excluded:
Cost - 1.32 (FMAX)'391 (ZSPA)'824
2. The tooling relationships account for the cost of instru-
mentation, valves, and other special test equipment used
in engine testing.
Cost = 246.9 (DELV) "451 + 30.5 (FMAX) "394
3. The in-plant testing relationsh!ps are used to estimate
the costs of both engineerln£ ,.nd non-engineering per-
sonnel and propellants directly asco<i _. _d with the
engine subcontractor's test program:
Cost - 16.15 (FMAX) '474 (ZSPA) "324
+ 1370 + .0167 (FMAX) (STAR)
4, The cost of all prototype units used by the engine sub-
contractor in his inplant test program is estimated with
the boilerplate and mockup relationship. In using this
equation, it is assumed that 50 equivalent units are con-
sumed during the test program:
Cost = 1543.4 (DELV) '451 + 190.7 (FMAX) "394
5. The manufacturing cost estimating relationship is used
to generate all subcontractor production costs attribut-
able to the first production unit:
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Cost = 30.87 (DELV) "451 + 3.82 (FMAX) "394
where
Cost is estimated cost in !000's of dollars
FMAX is vacuum thrust
ZSPA is vacuum specific impulse
DELV is engine dry weight
STAR is propellant adjustment factor
6.6 LARGE SERVICE MODULE STRUCTURE
These relationships are particularly suited to costing struc-
tures foe large service modules that utilize either liquid pump-
fed or nuclear p_pulsion systems. The data base used in develop-
ing these relationships includes designs verying in gross weight
from 15,000 pounds to well over 1,000,000 pounds. This base in-
cludes almost every large stage or launch vehicle developed in
this country. Safflcient data were available to use multivariate
regression analysis. Candidate relationships were developed
through regression analysis; out of a total of ten variables con-
sidered, five were ultimately rejected. The rejected variables
were number f engines per module, structure weight, materials
factors, relative position, and gross weight. The five accept-
able variables are discussed below:
I. Structure design and development cost includes all engi-
neering charges, both recurring and nonrecurring,
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associated with the structure and with the integration of
other subsystems into the structure:
Cost = 545.5 (WTGE) "524 + 332.8 (VLUM) "569
2. The tooling relationship is used to compute the cost of
manufacturing aids and other equipment utilized in the
fabrication and final assembly of the module:
Cost = 12.7 (PLTW) "588 + 31.35 (TMF) "488
3. Included within the in-plant testing relationship are
all nonhardware costs pertaining to hot and cold static
tests:
Cost - 6663.6 (PLTW)'107
4. The boilerplate and mockup relationship is used to gener-
ate the cost of prototypes used in structure development.
In using the relationship, it is assumed that a total of
five equivalent structures are required for this purpose:
Cost = 1047.5 (%TGE)'066 (VLUM)'315
5. The manufacturing relationship is used to estimate the
cost of the first production unit:
Cost = 209.5 (WTGE)'066 (VLUM)'315
104
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where
Cost is estimated cost in lO00's of dollars
WTGE is module empty weight
VLUM is module right cylindrical volume
PLTW is expanded propellant weigh=
TMF is total module vacuum thrust
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7_0 P R O G R A M D E S C R I P T I O N
The Manned Spacecraft Systems Cost Model (GD/FW Procedure G36)
is programmed in FORTRAN IV and MAP languages. The model can be run
under standard IBM IBSYS version 12 or 13 on the IBM 7090/7040 and
7094/7044 Direct Couple Computers and on the IBM 7090 and 7094. In _
document_ designated as AFpendices I and II to this report, the _
followi_g explanatory material is presented: flow charts, operating
instructions, program and subroutine descriptions, magnetic tape
assignment information, input aids, output sample and description,
model restrictions, error key, and run time estimating procedure.
The model is programmed in sections for the convenience of the
user. There are thirteen overlay sections or links (i.e., core
loadings):
MAIN LINK - The main link remains in core throughout the entire
run and controls execution of the other links. In addition to
the control program, the main link contains sub_outires used
by higher order links.
LINK i _ This link is used to transfer libraries from the
system input unit to an intermediary input. L.
LINKS 2-6 - These links are used to read problem data from the
system ir_,putunit, select the required library data: check the
problem.and lJ_-.ry data for errors, and print the requested
data. 107
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LINKS 7-9 - These links are used (i) to schedule R&D and oper-
ational flights, module ground tests, and module purchasing
and refurbishing; and (2) to compute research and development,
recurring, and facility costs. Cost estimating relationships
_=e used when required.
w_
LINK i0 - This link is used to store the cost data on a type-B
library tape if so specified. The link is also used to select
previously generated data from a type-B library tape. Costs
are, if required, inflated and written on an intermediary
tape for use in the remaining links.
LINK ii - This link is used to generate the summary reports.
LINK 12 - This li_k is used to generate the fu_ding reports.
LINK 13 - This link is used to generate the center planning
report.
Mt i_!e spacecraf= configurations, module arrangements, and
subsystem combinations can be specified for each problem.
Library and problem data for all parameters and most indicators
are entered in namelist form to allow flexibility of data format
and data order to suit the convenience of the user.
108
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8.0 CONTINGENCY PLANNING MODEL
The cost estimating relationships contained in models (such as
the Spacecraft Cost Model) are formulated from historical data which
normally represent a wide spect_xun of programs. Some of these pro-
grams have been accelerated and others "stretched-out" during the
program lifetime. The effects of acceleration or "stretch-out" on
program cost are difficult to isolate and are, therefore, included
in the cost data used to derive the cost estimating relationships.
If the long range planner wishes to postulate contingencies, such
as program acceleration or stretch-outs, it is often difficult to
assess the cost impact of these contingencies.
A procedure to explore the effects of contingencies on launch
vehicle costs had been develcped for NASA-MSFC. Early in the study mb
MSC asked that this still-experimental procedure be modified so
that its feasibility as a predictor of spacecraft contingency costs
might be explored. This modified procedure, the Contingency Planning
Model, operates independently of the rest of the Spacecraft Cost
Model°
In its final form the Contingenc_ Planning Model assesses the
influences of eight major contingencies:
i. Technological Stretch-out: The state of a subsystem, stage,
or configuration of a specified spacecraft the progress of
which has b_en deterred through technological difficulties
109
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and which cannot continue at a normal development and/or
operating pace.
2. Budget Constraint_ An annual budget c_iling placed upon
some part or phase of a program budget.
3. Cost Sharing: A contingency that arises due to two or
more spacecraft systems utilizing common subsystems or
facilities; such common usage makes it desirable to share
the costs in some proportionate manner among the program_
involved°
4. Cancellation: The contingency resulting from the cancel-
lation of part or all of a spacecraft program; this condi-
tion is expressed in terms of the costs involved and the
residual costs which are accrued to that cancellation°
5. Technological Recovery: The condition which results from
the cancellation of a _ubsystem or _u_systems within a
spacecraft program and the replacement of the cancelled
system by a similar system which is not necessacily of the
same technological complexity.
6. Acceleration: A contingency associated with changing ai
previously defined schedule by compressing it to cover
smaller time interval.
ii0
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7. Parallel Systems: A contingency under which consideration
is given to the cost involved when two systems are initiated
to achieve the same function with respect to the spacecraft;
this consideration is subject to the prior understanding
that one of the competing systems will eventually be can-
celled in favor of the other.
8. Fixed Costs: The condition encountered when consideration
is given to the incremental cost required to achieve addi-
tional operational capability within a program or when
consideration is given to major changes in the program
¢cientation.
These options may be used singly o_ in combination ir orde=to
synthesize a given situation.
Another element of the Contingency Planning Model is the Space-
craft Cost Model Simulator which provides a means of generating a
tape to be used as input for the Contingency Planning Model. The
simulator has provisions for three types of cost data to be input:
(i) a constant cost in all third older categories between a given
set of milestones; (2) a constant amount, but varying among cate-
gories, between a given set of milestones; and (3) actual cost data,
category by category, on a quarterly basis.
iii
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Any or all of the sectors of Lhe Contingency Planning Model.my
then be applied to this basic tape in order to formulate the desired
results°
Additional details concerning the Contingency Planning Model
may be found in the Contingency Planning Model Programmer and User's
Manual (published in November 1965) and in General Dynamics/Fort
Worth report number FZM®4247 (published in June 1965) o
112
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9.0 MODEL APPLICATIONS
A discussion of possible model applications is contained in the
following section. Of all the results of the study, those results
of paramount interest and importance are the potential applications
of the model. It is believed that these applications can best be
illustr_ted by example problems. These problems represent a wide
range of spacecraft types and costing problems and were used to vali-
date the model logic, library data, and estimating relationships°
These representative problems, taken together, are not an exhaustive
list of applications but were selected to typify the problems that
will be encountered most frequently. Included are typical problems
related to absolute cost analysis, cost sensitivity, budget planning,
and other special factors.
The costs presented herein should not necessarily be construed
as the actual or ultimate costs of the spacecraft programs or of
the program components used as examples. The Manned Spacecraft Cost
Model was designed to be sensitive to variations in design parameters,
mission parameters, and program variables such as quantities and
timing. In the following sections, it will be shown that the ulti-
mate cost of a mission or spacecraft, can vary markedly depending
on the choice of parameters and variables. Therefore, the costs
presented herein can be considered to be accurate in light of the
assumptions made concerning mission parameters and program variables.
113
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9.1 ABSOLUTE COSTS
The model will be used most frequently to obtain the absolute
costs of a given spacecraft configuration, thus allowing NASA to
verify the reliability and completeness of estimates obtained from
external sources. The model also provides a common or standard
measure for evaluating costs of competi;Ig design concepts. In addi-
tion to evaluating external estimates, the model complements NASA's
internal spacecraft design capability by providing the means for
producing a quick assessment of the costs of a given design; this
assessment ca, be made prior to disclosure of the design outside NASA.
Examples of the type of absolute costs that can be obtained with
the model are presented in Figure 9-1. The costs and model inputs
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Figure 9-1
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contained in the figure were extracted from a model check problem in
which a MORL-type of space station is used as the example; an examina-
tion of the figure will disclose that the largest single component
of these costs is subsystem-level R&D costs.
' The composition of the space station subsystem R&D costs are
shown in Figure 9-2 which is, in actuality, a reproduction of a com-
puter output sheet. The figure illustrates the amount of data
generated by the model. These include not only the cost of each sub-
system installed in this particular space station but also estimates
for the major subsystem development tasks (such as design and
development, test articles, etc.).
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902 COST SENSITIVITY
By use of the model, it is possible to assess the sensitivity
of absolute costs to variations in program considerations. The model
was deliberately designed to be sensitive to changes in design, sche-
dule, quantities, development philosophy, and technology. It is
precisely these factors about which there is the greatest uncer-
tainty at the start of a new spacecraft program and during the latter
stages of existing programs° The model structure, and its associated
estimating relationships, permit the identification of those factors _[_
which are most cost sensitive and which allow reasonable bounds to
be set upon spacecraft program cost.
The sensitf_ity of the model to design and performance consider-
ations is illustrated if the subsystem level R&D costs for a Mars
mission module (in Figure 9-3) are compared with those costs pre-
viously presented for the MORLo Total subsystem level R&D for MORL
is $1o137 billion as compared with $40468 billion for Mars mission
module. This differential results from the differences in design
which are a product of the more striugent demands placed on the mis-
sion module. The mission module must provide support for eight men
foc 420 days under deep space conditions without ally possibility of
resupply or outside help. In contrast, the MORL supports six men
for 90 days with the possibility that the crew can safely abort any
time and return to earth in a matter of hours. The Mars Mission Mo_le
factors, taken together, result in more severe demands being made
115
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on structure, electrical power, environmental control, and communica-
tions; these are the subsystems that show the greatest cost increase
over comparable elements in the MORL.
An example of the sensitivity analyses attainable are portrayed
in Figure 9-4. This figure is used to summarize the results obtained
from the model when the number of operational space station._ is
varied. Increasing the number of stations from one to three results
in a $700 million increase in total cost. The change in total cost
is attributable to (I) higher subsystem level costs which reflect
increas lag manufacturing and sustaining engineering costs, _nd (2)
the increasing spacecraft level cost which ij due to greater mission
control requirements.
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9.3 MISSION ANALYSIS
Use of the model can greatly facilitate mission analysis. In
this area, the model may be used in the following possible applica-
tions:
i. Establishment of the costs of competing missions which are
equally attractive on other grounds
2. Assessment of economics resulting from using the "building
block approach" to performing a given mission
3. Evaluation of specified mission modes.
I example of the latter application is shown in the next figure.
Presented in Figure 9-5 are the results of model estimates of the
i18
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Bcost of one approach to performing a manned Mars mission: a Mars
flyby which is followed by a Mars landing expedition. Figure 9-6
( reproduction of output of the model) depicts major spacecraft
elements and their costs for the landing expedition.
9.4 CENTER PLANNING
The model also provides NASA with a center planning capability
by means of which long range center personnel estimates can be
obtained in a fraction of the time required by usual methods. Thus
the model permits the rapid estimation of changes in personnel
requirements which have come about from changes in either (I) the
composition of spacecraft programs managed by_LSC or (2) Center
policy on both of these factors. The output of the model is charac- I
terized as being fitted to functional lines and as being in suffi- i
cient detail so that it can be matched with the current MSC organization.
J
9.5 FUNDING APPLICATIONS
Through the use of the model, consideration can be given to the
funding implications of a mix of both current and future programs;
thus the model provides a tool for integrating long range technical
planning with financial planning. Although the model does not provide
the detailed funding data required for program control purposps, it
can provide information for use in answering questions that are fre-
quently asked of NASA program control offices. An example of this
120
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application is shown in Figure 9-7. In this figure, model outputs
of the annual expenditures for a Mars flyby mission have been imposed
on Apollo program estimates. As a result of relatively minor changes
in inputs, other funding measures (such ds new obligational authority
or commitments) could be generated on an annual or semiannual basis
for the program mix shown in the example.
Figure 9-7
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i0.0 R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S F O R
FUTURE STUDY
Five months of checkout have verified the fact that the model
structure is fundamentally sound. However, preliminary investi-
gations by General Dynamics indicate that additional work on mo_t
of the model's estimating relationships seems to be warranted.
Although the current relationships are the best available, addi-
tional effort could profitably be spent on refining the relation-
ships through the process of further filtering of the data from
which the relationships were developed. The following steps
should be taken:
i. Continue analysis of the division between variable and
non-variable costs. Because runout cost projections
used in developing the estimating relationships are
heavily weighted in favor of variable costs, the basic
assumptions relating to runout projections should be re-
examined, especially the assumed relationship between
sustaining engineering cost and production quantity•
The current relationships based on these runout projec-
tions have disturbing implications when abnormally large
or small production quantities are considered•
2. Further analyze module and spacecraft level costs and, in
particular, GSE costs• GSE costs may account for 12 to
20 percent of total spacecraft costs; these costs are
123
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presently generated by two single variable relationships.
It seems desirable to place this highly influential
cost element on a broader analytical basis.
3. Evaluate all CER's with respect to the implications of
advanced technologies. Currently, some CER's appear
to either understate or overstate the effects of large
advances in the state of the art. Further study, based
mainly on technical evaluation, should improve the re-
sponsiveness of the relationships°
Although there is convincing evidence that operation of the
program is satisfactory, use of the model would be enhanced by
making minor alterations to provide additional gross spreading
functions and to incorporate a print/plot submodel. One such
spreading function is currently available for R&D costs° The
additional spreading functions would simplify use of the model
under conditions in which detail funding distributions are not
required in the calculation of recurring and facilities cost.
The print/plot submodel would provide a graphic output of
model costs and would make interpretation of model output more
convenient° Provisions were made in the model structure to accom-
modate both of these changes with a minimum of reprogratmning.
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